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Abstract

This dissertation is concerned with the management and performance issues of those

register-insertion (R-I) ring type local area networks (LANs) which employ the mes-

sage removal by destination node protocol. A typical example of such a network is the

Distributed Loop Computer Network (DLCN). developed by Liu et al for fundamental

research in the field of distributed computing. After considering the management issues

of low cost R-J LANs. the research deals with performance analysis of the dynamically

reconfigurable register-insertion (DRR) network.

In the first part of this research. a set of management functions is identified which are

desirable and can be provided economically by a low cost LAN. A unique feature of

the DLCN is that messages are removed from the network by the destination node.

that is. messages do not travel whole of the loop. Therefore. it is not possible for a spe-

cial control node to monitor the data traffic on the network without providing support

functionality in each network access unit (NAU). The minimum functionality which

must be provided in each NAU is identified in the thesis. A skeleton network was

implemented to verify the feasibility of the proposed scheme. A paper describing the

findings of this research was published and is reproduced as appendix A.

In the second part of this research. a new feature of the DLCN network is introduced.

namely. that the performance of a network employing removal by destination protocol

can be improved by reconfiguring the network in a particular way. A methodology to

find the optimal configuration is developed and is shown. by worked examples. to lead

to improved performance. The findings of this research are particularly applicable to

the dynamically reconfigurable register-insertion (DRR) network. A paper dealing

with the optimisation of a hypothetical fully connected DRR network has been

accepted for publication. Another paper. which considers the general case of less than

fully connected DRR networks. is to be published. Both papers are reproduced as

append ices Band C.
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Finally. a performance study of the ORR network is undertaken. As there seems to be

no published attempt at formal analysis or simulation of a ORR network. a survey of

literature dealing with performance study of the basic OLeN is performed. A simula-

tion model of the DRR was then developed and implemented to verify the results

arrived at in the previous section. Later. a queueing model of the DRR network. based

on the work of Bux and Schlatter [7] is developed and analysed. Both simulation and

analysis support the claim that the performance of a DRR network can be improved by

adopting the configuration strategy developed in this thesis.
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Preface

Three papers have arisen out of the research work reported on in this thesis. These pa-

pers form a part of the thesis and are reproduced as appendices A through C. The ma-

terial presented in the papers has not been repeated in the body of the thesis which

contains explanatory material with frequent references to the appendices.
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1. Introduction

The work reported on here begins by investigating. in broad terms. local area network

operating systems. In particular. the research looks at management issues with a view

to providing a user-friendly interface to the network. From this investigation comes

the idea of a network manager. and the issues of distributed versus centralized

management facilities. One function of a network management facility is to gather

statistics about network usage. The question then arises as to the purpose for which

the statistics are to be gathered. One reason is to inform management (people) about

the effectiveness of the network. It is then possible to pose the question: given statistics

about a running system can they be used to improve the performance of the system?

It was noticed that the performance of a register-insertion ring network is sensitive to

the pattern of data traffic among its nodes. so it is natural to ask what the effect of

altering physically the relative positions of nodes on the network would be in reducing

through traffic. thereby improving network performance.

These investigations lead naturally into other work onreconfigurable networks. pro-

posed mainly to improve the reliability of ring networks. The results of the work

reported on here show how the statistics can be used to determine an optimal

configuration. which can also be applied to reconfigurable networks.

Having a method for determining an optimal configuration. analytical and simulation

techniques were then used to verify the work.

Chapter 2 introduces the field of local area networks with particular emphasis on

register-insertion ring net works.
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In chapter 3. network management issues are introduced. and a survey of the literature

is given on this subject. Also reviewed is one of our papers [54. Appendix A] which

describes our findings on this subject.

Chapter 4 reviews our first paper on the optimization problem [57. Appendix B]. where

the simplified case of a fully-connected physical network is considered. The important

notions of a logical ring and optimality of configuration. and a relative measure to

compare alternative configurations are introduced. The problem of determining the

optimal configuration for a given situation is formulated in a way which is suitable for

integer programming techniques. It is shown by examples. and confirmed by simula-

tion. that the suggested approach results in lower transfer delays across the network.

Chapter 5 gives a review of our second paper on the optimization issue [56. Appendix

C] which extends the integer programming formulation to the more general case of

less-than-fully connected networks. Worked examples show that the solutions

obtained by integer programming techniques result in appropriately constrained logical

ring networks.

The next step was to determine the effectiveness of the optimality by analytical tech-

niques. Here a survey of the published literature on the performance analysis of the

register-insertion ring network is presented in chapter 6.

There appears to be no literature on the performance analysis of the dynamically

reconfigurable register-insertion ring (ORR) network. Therefore. in chapter 7. a queue-

ing model is used to analyse the performance of a DRR network. This is based on the

Bux and Schlatter model (7] of a register-insertion ring network. Analysis shows that

-16-



an intuitive choice of the relative performance measure. introduced in appendix B.

corresponds to an important parameter: the total through traffic in the network. It is

also shown that by minimizing this parameter the average message transfer time across

the net work decreases.

Chapters 8 presents the methods of solution and experimental results of more substa-

tial examples.

Concluding remarks appear in chapter 9. where it is concluded that the novel use of

the network usage statistics for optimization of logical ring configuration of register-

insertion networks may result in significant improvement in network performance. It

is also concluded. by referring to the work being done on dynamically reconfigurable

networks. that the proposed approach is practicable. Finally. some directions for

further research in this field are proposed.

The papers describing the findings of this research study are reproduced as Appendices

A to C.
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2. Local Area Networks (LANs)

This chapter provides an introduction to the field of local area networks (LANs). A

review of various approaches to local networking is presented. Emphasis is given to a

particular LAN topology. namely a loop.

Discussion in this chapter is restricted to single loops. an introduction to multi-

connected loop networks appears in chapter 7 which deals with the performance

analysis of reconfigurable networks.

2.1. Introduction

With the proliferation of low-priced personal computers and increased acceptance of

decentralized management. there is an ever-growing demand for networking systems to

provide-an integrated access to the distributed corporate data-base. The scope of net-

work systems ranges from terminal-oriented networks providing remote terminal

access to a selection of computer systems. through computer networks providing

computer-to-computer communication at peer level. to the more sophisticated distri-

buted database systems.

In what follows. the term network refers to peer-level inter-connection of computing

equipment such as computers. printers. file stores and terminals. The various sites to

be networked are inter-connected by some transmission medium such as an optical

fibre. a cable. a telephone network. or a sattelite link.
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In recent years. much research on computer networks has focussed on a particular

subfield called local area networks. A local area network (LAN) interconnects com-

puters and terminals scattered over a limited geographical area such as a university

campus. a factory building or an office plaza. This contrasts with the wide area net-

works (W ANs) which span countries and even continents as is the case with

ARPANET [52] and EURONl:.i [9]. This is a very significant difference which makes

LANs to be an entirely different breed from WANs in respect of sociology. economics

and technology.

In social terms. a LAN affects the corporate structure rather than just the data process-

ing Cdp) department. Introduction of a LAN brings some order to the chaotic situation

created by the spread of cheap and often incompatible personal computers. These com-

puters have become cheap enough (and still coming down in price! ) to be authorized

by section heads without consultation with the central dp department. However. once

a particular LAN is chosen. compatibility with the LAN serves as a significant require-

ment for convergence.

In economic terms. a LAN interconnects relatively inexpensive computing equipment

and. therefore. the network interfaces have also to be cheap. Because of the small area

spanned by a LAN it is economically feasible to lay down high quality cable and even

provide redundant links.

Technologically. as well. LANs have very different characteristics from those of wide

area networks. LANs utilize optical fibre or high quality cable to inter-connect equip-

ment. Therefore. they provide high data transmission rates together with very low

error rates. Also. since the overall length of the transmission medium is limited to a

few kilometers. the end-to-end propagation delay is small as is the network transfer

-19-



delay. Thus. LANs can support sufficiently high data rates at acceptable transfer delays

to be used as a backing store or as a replacement of a direct link for interactive com-

puting.

Terminology

The terminology used throughout this thesis is introduced in the folIowing paragraphs

with reference to figure 2.1 for explanation.

In a local area network. the computing equipment. called the host, is connected to the

cable. the physical medium, by means of a network access unit (NAV). An NAU con-

sists of a hardware interface. which connects directly to the physical medium. and

appropriate software to affect the actual data transfer. The combination of an NAU

and its attached host is called a node or a station. The complete system consisting of

the physical medium. NAUs and hosts is called a computer communications network.

whereas th~bsystem consisting-of the physical medium and NAUs is referred to as

the communications subnetwork. Apart from chapter 3. where the issues of computer

communications network management are considered. the rest of this study is con-

cerned with the performance enhancement of the underlying communications sub-

network. Therefore. the term network generally refers to the communications sub-

network.

The pattern in which the NAUs of a network are connected by the physical medium is

referred to as the physical topology of the network. A segment of the physical medium

connecting any two NAUs is called a link. Thus. the physical topology of a network is

the graph consisting of a number of NAUs and a number of links. Many physical
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Fig. 2.1. A typical local area network (LAN)

topologies have been proposed for laying down local area networks such as star. bus.

ring or mesh (see figure 2.2).

At any instant of normal operation. data transfer over it link between two nodes can

be performed in one specific direction only. In the case of certain mesh networks. only

a se lect ion or ava ilable links may he used to carry data. the rest being redundant links
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- Fig.2.2. Different LAN topologies

- to I'a ll back on in case of failure of a previously selected link. A link that is

currently selected to carry data is termed a data path. The directed graph consisting of

NAUs and data paths is called the logical topology of a network. Figure 2.3 shows a six

node network whose physical topology. consisting of 11 links. shown in the ngllre by
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dashed lines. is a mesh. while the set of the six currently selected data paths. drawn as

solid arrows in figure 2.3. forms a logical ring.
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Fig. 2.3. Physical and logical topologies of a network

The difference between the physical and logical topologies of a network occurs only

whilst considering reconfigurable networks. The capability to reconfigure a network

may be static. as in the case of IlJM's System Network Architecture (SNA) [16] where

a logical topology can be selected during network initialization only. or it may be

dynamic. as in the case of the dynamically reconfigurable network proposed by Lee in

1979 [26] where reconfiguration may occur during normal network operation without

affecting on-going communication.
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Apart from the chapters referring to reconfigurable networks. the term network topol-

ogy will be used to refer to the physical as well as the logical topologies of the net-

work. both being identical.

Unless a network is fully connected. i.e. there exists a bi-directional data path between

each and every pair of nodes. certain data paths will have to be shared among several

pairs of communicating nodes. The onus of obtaining access to a shared link is put on

the transmitting node. and the methodology adopted to determine which of the con-

tending nodes wishing to transmit at any time will be actually allowed to transmit

over a certain data path is known as the access protocol.

2.2. LAN classification

Local area networks (LANs) may be characterized by a variety of parameters. For

example. (1) whether the physical medium is a twisted-pair cable. a co-axial cable or

an optical fibre. (2) whether the data signal is transmitted after modulation over a car-

rier high frequency signal ( broad-band) as in cable television networks. or it is being-

transmitted un-modulated ( base-band) as in Ethernet. (3) whether it is a high speed

network using data transmission rates of 50 - 100 MHz. a medium speed network util-

izing transmission rates of 1 - 10 MHz. or a slow speed network with transmission

rates in kilo-Hertz. Another classification. which has emerged recently. determines the

cost per connection and the initial cost of the network. as low cost networks such as

Cheapernet carve out a market-niche separate from its expensive version. the Ethernet.

An important classification of network architecture is based on the network topology.

Three topologies have been studied in relation to the local area networks. a) star. b)

bus. and c) ring. A further sub-classification within each topology is based upon the
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access protocol employed. The following paragraphs discuss each of these topologies in

some detail.

A star network (frgue 2.2a) has a control node at the hub and all other nodes are con-

nected to the spokes emanating from the hub. All messages are routed via the control

node which first receives each message in full and then relays it to the desired destina-

tion. This mode of operation is called the store and forward mode. In a star network.

the control node is a shared resource. access to which must be co-ordinated to avoid

chaos. The access protocol can be either polled. interrupt-based or synchronous. In the

first case. the control node polls each node in turn to see if it has any data to transmit.

In the second case. a node wishing to transmit sends an interrupt to the control node

which serves the interrupt at its own convenience by listening to the transmitter. In

the case of synchronous access. each node has a time-slot reserved for its exclusive use.

The star network suffers from several limitations which do not make it a popular

choice for LANs. Firstly. the control node is a critical resource whose failure disables

the whole network. Second. the control node becomes a bou le-neex- and may lean to

unacceptably high delays under moderate loads. finally. providing bi-directional data

paths from the control node to all other nodes can be an expensive exercise even for a

medium sized network.

In a bus type of LAN (figure 2.2b). the physical medium. invariably a length of co-

axial cable. is terminated at both ends and has passive taps for connection of nodes.

Messages are broadcast to all nodes and each node must be able to detect messages des-

tined for it. Here. the physical medium. also known as the bus, is the shared resource

and access to the bus must be regulated. There are two types of protocols for gaining

access to the bus. deterministic and random.
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Among deterministic protocols are the synchronous access method and the demand

sharing access method. The former allocates a fixed sized time-slot to each node in

turn. and is known as synchronous lime-division multiplexing (STDM). Clearly. if a

node does not have anything to transmit its time-slot is wasted. Therefore. the STDM

protocol is wasteful of channel bandwidth. A more efficient alternative for deter-

ministic access is the demand based token bus mechanism employed by Datapoint in its
CS1]

commercial LAN product. ARCNET. Here. a special pattern. the token, passess' from

node to node. A node in receipt of the token can pass the token to the next node if it

has nothing to transmit. or else can transmit a variable length message followed by the

token.

More attention has been focussed on the random access protocols for access to the bus

type LANs. Purely random access. as in the ALOHA network. is very wasteful of

channel bandwidth. and is of very limited interest for LAN applications. A refinement

of the ALOHA scheme is the carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) technique where a

node wishing to transmit first listens to the bus and backs off for a random period of

time if the bus is busy. thereby avoiding wasteful collisions. However. as a signal takes

some time to travel from one end of the bus to the other. it is possible for a node to

sense the bus to be free a short time after another node has started to transmit. result-

ing in a collision. A third scheme requires the nodes to keep on listening while

transmitting. thus detecting collisions at an early stage. The nodes which detect a col-

lision back off for a random period of time and try again. This is known as carrier

sense multiple access with collision detection (CSMA ICD) protocol. The commercially

successful Ethernet series of LANs is based on the CSMAICD-protocol. Performance

studies of Ethernet have shown that this protocol suffers from severe deterioration of

network throughput at medium to high loads.
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Ethernet has been a commercial success mainly because of the strong backing by com-

puter manufacturers - it was developed by the powerful trio of Digital Equipment

Corporation. Intel and Xerox. Such was its influence on the research work on other

types of networks. particularly the rival ring type LANs. that Saltzer et al [sol pub-

lished a paper in 1<JX 1 in defence 01 their choice of a ring LAN at MIT. They compared

ring and bus topologies on a variety of operational and subtle technical grounds and

concluded that there is xubxt a nt ia l technical interest in continuing to develop the ring

technology. More recently. the announcement of a ring type LAN from the big blue

IBM for its range of personal computers is expected to tip the balance in favour of ring

technology with several commercial products expected to appear shortly.

There are two major survey articles dealing with ring type local area networks. First.

by Penny and Baghdadi [40.411. was published in two parts in 1979 and the second.

by Liu and Rouse [32]. was puhlished in 19114. Part I of the former discusses twelve

different loop architect ures in detail with particular emphasis on the topology and

access mechanisms. while the second part discusses technical features such as timing.

synchronisation and reliability. A significant contribution of the survey by Penny and

Baghdadi. is an extensive review of pe-+or rnance studies of-cing networks published

until 1978. The authors also compare loop networks with alternative networking

approaches and conclude that loops have advantages of simple routing compared with

mesh networks and the capabi l it y of being extended over large areas compared with

bus type networks. The latter survey. by Liu and Rouse. discusses the salient features

and technical novelties of ten different loop networking approaches which appear to be

variations of three basic loop architectures. namely the slotted ring. the token ring and

the register-insertion ring. A performance eva Iua tion of the basic ring net works and

the CSMA/CD bus architecture is performed which shows that ring networks have

lower average message transmission delays compared to the CSMA/CD bus. Another

important factor mentioned in favour of ring networks is that the response time of

ring networks is predict able for var-ying traffic loads on the network. Liu argues that
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this property makes ring networks suitable for heavy traffic conditions and real-time

applications.

A ring network (figure 2.2d is a sequence of point-ta-point clata paths closed on itself.

Messages travel across the loop from node to node. each node being capable of detecting

messages destined for itself. Three ring access protocols have received considerable

research interest. a) token ring. b) slotted ring and d register-insertion ring.

A ring network with a circulating one bit token controlling access to the ring was pro-

posed by Farmer and Newhall in 1969 [13]. Its operation is xim ila r to that of the token

bus discussed above. There is one exception. however. In a ring network. messages

keep on circulating until they are removed. Therefore. a mechanism is required to

remove the messages from the ring after they have been received at the destination

nude. In a token ring network messages are removed by the ,'riglnating node. Clearly.

when a message has passed its destination. it ceases to be oj ,Il1Y lise. Therefore. a mes-

sage travelling from the destination node back to the source node wastes network

resources. For random data traffic. a message_ will. on averah'-.-lravrl half wlIy around

the loop before reaching its destination. Thus. half of the 1,101' capacity is wasted.

However. since only one node can transmit at any time. removal by the destination

node can not recover the wasted capacity. A modified approach was presented by

Mirabella and Salvo in 1983 [38] as the multi-packet token passing ring (MrrPR) .

which is a hybrid between a token ring and a register-insertion ring employing removal

by destination.

The slotted ring. first proposed by Pierce in 1974 [42]. requires that an integral number

of fixed length time-slots circulate the ring. A one bit flag at the start of a slot indi-

cates whether the slot is empty or full. A node wishing to transmit waits for an empty
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slot to arrive. It then sets the flag to indicate full status and writes its own message in

the data portion of the slot. Downstream nodes find the slot to be full and relay it

onwards. The destination node copies the message into its buffer store whilst relaying

it. still as a full slot. to the next node. Fventua l ly the slot arrives at the originaing

node which marks it empty by resetting the [ull Zempty flag. It is to be noted that the

only delay required at each node is a one bit time equivalent in order to test and. if

required. set the flag bit. It is not necessary to further delay the circulating slot at the

destination node as the destination copies the message contained therein on the fly, i.e,

at the same time as relaying it. Also. the originator does not need to perform any

address checking before emptying its slot. since there are a fixed number of slots on the

ring and the originating node can recognise its slot by counting the number of passing

slots. Clearly. messages longer than the data portion of a slot have to be divided into

smaller packets. thereby necessitating additional processing to dis-assemble a message

at the source node and assemble it again at the destination node. Also. messages. and

portions thereof. smaller than the data size of a slot are wasteful of channel

throughput. Finally. as each slot is an independent identity on the communications

subnet. there is additional overhead of addressing information per slot which IS

reduced to a per message overhead in case of token and register-insertion rings.

An example of successful implementation of the slotted ring protocol is the Cambridge

Ring LAN [62] which operates at 10 '1Hz. Here. one slot of 40-bits length. called a

packet, circulates the ring and carries sixteen bits of data and other information

relevant to the transfer. The last couple of bits are used to carry low-level ack-

nowledgement signa lsback to the originator. thus providing a reliable packet delivery

service or a datagram service.

A register-insertion. ring (figure 2.4) is more flexible than the token ring or the slotted

ring as it provides for t he transmission of multiple variable length messages on the
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ring at the same time. This is accomplished by providing a shift register in each net-

work access unit. A node wishing to transmit can create an empty slot by switching its

shift register into the ring. thereby gaining almost immediate access to the ring.

Fig. 2.4. A register-insertion ring network

In its original form as Cl Sialic insertion ring. proposed by Hafner et al in 1974 [18].

each NAU incorporates a fixed length shift register (figure 2.5). When a node has a

message to transmit. it switches its receiver shift register into the ring by directing ring

input to the shift register. and transmits its own message from the transmit shift

register. After completing transmission of its locally generated message. it then starts

transmitting from the receiver shift register (RSIU. When a message arrives at its des-

tination NAU. its contents are copied in the local buffer at the NALl. while the message

is still being relayed onwards. When a complete message arrives back at the source

NAU. the source removes it from the ring by shunting the RSR out of the ring (see

·)0-
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fig. 2.S. A static register-insertion ring NAU

Another version of the register insertion ring. the distributed loop computer network

(DLCN J. was proposed by Liu et a l in 1976. The DLCN incorporates a variable length

shift register at each NAU (figure 2.6). In contrast with the static insertion. OLCN IS a

dynamic insertion ring beca use an NAU in a DLCN can ad just the length of the

inserted register to the amount necessary to accommodate incoming traffic during the

transmission of a locally generated message. Another factor which distinguishes the

dynamic insertion ring from the static version is that messages are removed from the

ring by the destination node and do not need to travel back to the source node. In a

random traffic distribution among the nodes on a DLCN. the average distance a message

travels across the ring is half the size of the loop. Therefore. in the random case. the

throughput of a OLCN ring can be twice its transmission rate. However. messages have

to be delayed at each NAU for a sufficient time to receive and check the destination

address field. Even so. the overall DLCN network performance has been shown to be

superior to the other protocols [31]. The mode of operation of a DLCN is known as the

check and forward mode to distinguish it from the store and forward mode of opera-

tion of a star network discuxsed in a previous section.
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Fig.2.6. A dynamic register-insertion ring :\':\U

The Computing Discipline of the Mathematics Faculty at the Open University. Milton

Keynes. U.K .. where the research work reported Oil here was carried out. has a variant

of the OLeN network. This network is called the Multilink network. It is manufac-

tured by the Nine Tiles Computer Systems of Cambridge. England and marketed by

Hawker Siddeley Dynamics Ltd. of U.K.

Multilink is a local area network primarily intended for connecting terminals into the

central computing facilities within a building. It has totally distributed network con-

trol. and hence it does not require any special control node. Therefore. it does not

require huge initial investment. except for laying cables. This makes it particularly

suitable for small applications where only a few devices are to be networked. The per

connection cost is also small. a stand alone network access unit. called a station in

Multilink terminology. costs undert4()O. Cheaper still. and more convenient. is 50-

called chip-set version which fits inside a micro-computer and costs around,tI<X).
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Multilink uses the dynamic register-insertion mechanism of the OLCN network. It

uses a removal by destination policy. although it avoids the address checking delay by

performing an address check on the fly. When a node detects its own address as the

destination address of a message being relayed. it terminates the on-going transmission

by transmitting null characters for the duration of the period needed to receive the

message. This results in a truncated message on the output of the destination node.

This message is smaller than the smallest message allowed on the ring. All such mes-

sages are discarded by any downstream node which needs to buffer its input. In the

Multlink ring network. therefore. these messages do not consume any useful network

resources. The result is that the substantial per node delay incurred in case of a OLCN

network is eliminated by using a special message removal technique.

In all other respects. a Multilink network is functionally equivalent to a OLeN net-

work. The results of the research reported on here are applicable to both the Multilink

and the OLCN network.

2.3. Discussion

This chapter has presented an overview of various local area networking approaches

proposed in the literature. It is suggested that a ring network is technically more

interesting than a bus or a star network. Among ring networking technologies. the

dynamic register-insertion ring network. employing a removal by destination mechan-

ism (as used in DLCN). has a superior performance than the token ring or the slotted

ring mechanisms. The rest of this thesis is concerned solely with the DLCN network.

Generalisation to other technologies is explicitly mentioned where appropriate.
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3. LAN management

In the previous chapter. an overview of local area networking (LAN) technology was

presented. This chapter discusses the issues of LAN management with particular

emphasis on the design of a coherent user interface. A paper by Thomas and Yasin [54.

Appendix A] presents the findings of our research in this field and is reviewed below.

The rest of this thesis deals with the configuration management aspects of LAN

management.

3.1. Introduction

Effective management of computer networks is essential for efficient utilization of net-

work resources. In particular. management of local area networks is quite critical in

order to avoid chaos and provide user satisfaction. The reason for this emphasis is that

the typical user of a local area network uses computers only as a tool. He does not

need to understand the operational peculiarities of a computer network. For such a

person. all that matters is the use of a certain computing facility. in a reliable and easy-

manner. Therefore. an important aspect of LAN management is the provision of a sim-

ple yet powerful user interface. Various approaches to the research into management

aspects of networks may be divided into two c1asse~ namely: a) transparent and b)

user-friendly.

The former approach. that is. a transparent network. is applicable to a class of net-

works called computer-computer networks. Here. the communication on the network

is between two computer systems. This may be a communication between two operat-

ing system entities. e.g. to make a file transfer. or a communication between two appli-

cation processes. the inter-process communication (IPC). In a com puter-corn puter
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network. a user accesses the network via his local computer (see figure 3.]). The user

has to learn the command language of the local operating system and the meaning and

significance of signals returned by the local system. The essence of a transparent net-

working approach is to make the network resources available to a user without. or

with minimal. change to his familiar command language. This may be accomplished

by: I) intercepting the operating system calls to remote resources. accesssing them via

the network and supplying them as local resources. an example is the Newcastle con-

nection communications package (4]. ii) providing a single coherent network operating

system by rewriting the operating system on all networked computers. as in LOCUS

(44]. iii) concentrating the network communications functions and process scheduling

functions into microprocessor front-ends (43]. and iv) implementing a guest layer on

top of local operating system as in the DESPERANTO system proposed by Mamrak in

] 982 [37].

H~T

Fig. J.1. A computer - computer network
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The latter approach - of providing a user-friendly interface to the network - requires

that the user be aware of the existence of the network. This approach is particularly

suitable to peripheral networks (figure 3.2). The term peripheral network as used by

l\1(lcCalla [35] refers to the inter-connection of computers and peripherals such as ter-

minals. file-stores and printers. lIere. the distinctive feature is that a user has to

access the network in order to log on to a computer system. Such networks have low

cost network access units and are primarily designed to replace the front-end multi-

plexers. Examples of peripheral networks are Clearway [34]. and Multilink [15]. Both

of these are ring type networks with low per-node cost and have fully distributed

control. therefore. they do not require expensive control nodes. It is the management

issues of the low cost peripheral networks with which the present chapter is con-

cerned.

Fig. 3.2. A peripheral network



3.2. Literature survey

It is interesting to note that the user interface provided by the peripheral networks

mimics that of an entirely different species. that of wide area networks (WANs). The

similarity arises because WANs such as ARPANET and EURONET are designed to pro-

vide terminal type access to remote computers. This implies that we can draw upon the

substantial research into user requirements on WANs presented by Rayner [47]. Heap

and Hall [21] and Berchanski [2] while considering the design of a user interface for

peripheral networks. It is. however. to be noted that the solutions to issues raised by

such research are very different in the case of peripheral networks from those proposed

for WANs. The reasons being that for peripheral networks: (a) the use of network

band with is cheap. (b) the network access unit (NAU) must be low cost and (c)

modifications to the existing operating systems on the networked computers are

undesirable.

In a survey of resource sharing services in computer communications networks pub-

lished in 1977 [36]. Mamrak defines the user access phase to consist of all steps taken

after the user first makes contact with the network until the start of the required

application program. Similarly. the system exit phase starts from the exit command to

the application and continues until the communications channel is disconnected.

For a concatenated network. the connection between the user and the target computer -

system may be through several intermediaries. Rayner [47]. defines a local interface as

the first system that the user encounters in any network and suggests the use of a

network access system (NAS) to make this the only visible user interface between the

user and the target systems. To avoid the user having to give logically redundant

inf orrnat ion, an NAS could log on to the target system making all intermediate
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connections as necessary. An NAS can also maintain logical connections to more than

one target system and allow the user to switch between them.

In a detailed study of user logfiles on the EUHONET-DIANE wide area network pub-

lished in 1983 [9]. Cornelius makes several obvious but important observations about

the user access mechanism. He notes that the messages received from a network are

usually of a technical nature. containing little information for a naive user. He recom-

mends that network messages should indicate only what needs to be done. Also. each

message should be identified by date. time and the originating computer system.

Finally. Cornelius points to a probable problem area: namely. the flow of error mes-

sages across a series of concatenated networks. Since the kinds of errors and the mean-

ing of certain error messages may be peculiar to a particular network. such error mes-

sages may lose significance when travelling through other networks. This leads Cor-

nelius to believe that standardization effort is required to avoid such confusion.

In an earlier study of user behaviour in a polytechnic environment. published in 1979

[5]. Bull and Huckle note the bewildering array of user interfaces provided by various

operating systems. Their solution. to provide a network-wide editor function and a

common set of frequently used commands to be interpreted at each host. requires

expensive software development and. therefore. is not suitable for peripheral networks

where cost is one of the main considerations.

A detailed breakdown of functional requirements of a LAN management facility is

given by Wilbur in a recent paper [6 t J. pub] ished in t 986. Here. the notion of a

management entity includes both the human managers and the set of management

tools being employed to carry out certain management functions. The management

functions are divided into five groups:
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j) operational management.

ii) configuration management.

iii) maintenance.

iv ) performance measurement and tuning.

and

v) user administration.

The operational management functions include setting lip and closing down a circuit.

management of service access points <SAPs) and mapping of logical names to network

addresses. The configuration management consists of the installation and update of

network components and keeping a log of all changes in network configuration.

Maintenance functions involve fault reporting. fault location and operational testing.

Performance measurement refers to the collection of statistics about the usage of net-

work resources and average response times. Tuning is the process of adjusting network

parameters. and configuration. ac~ording to changing traffic patterns on the network.

Finally. user administration functions relate to the identification and authorisation of

user access and accounting for the use of network resources.

It is evident. from the above review of a representative selection of literature on net-

work management. that the term management encompassess a wide variety of func-

tions relating to network operation and maintenance. In the paper reviewed below.

Thomas and Yasin [54] identify those management functions that can be integrated

into the communications subnetwork of a low cost LAN. This paper is reproduced in

Appendix A.
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3.3. Review of Enhanced management domain for low cost LANs by Thomas and

Yasin [54. Appendix A]

In appendix A. a selection of management features is presented which could usefully

be enhanced in a low cost LAN. This is followed by a discussion on the cost

effectiveness of centralized versus distributed implementation in a DLeN network (§

2.2). The paper concludes by indicating directions for further research.

In the paper under review. the notion of a manager has been restricted to refer to a set

of hardware and software devices used to provide the desired management functional-

ity. Next. the concept of user- and peripheral- profiles is introduced. these profiles are

kept by the network manager and contain frequently referred to information. A user

profile can. for example. contain user identification and authentication codes for auto-

log on to host computer systems. The peripheral profile may contain the set of initia-

tion and termination command sequences for accessing a particular peripheral. Atten-

tion is particularly drawn to the complexities of the logging off procedures which must

be performed in a specified manner. The peculiarity of this aspect of network access

has also been mentioned by Olsen et al in a tutorial on data switching [39]. but they

do not suggest any strategy to handle this situation. The solution. proposed by Thomas

and Yasin in appendix A. consists of providing a single log off command directed to the

network manager. who will terminate all active sessions on the user's behalf and close

the relevant data circuits. This feature is supplemented by a time-out mechanism

operated by the network to recover from dead sessions and faulty circuits.

Provision of a file transfer facility is found to be very desirable. However. it is

pointed out that. because of the low transmission speed of a peripheral network.

indiscriminate lise of this facility can ser iously degrade the network service. Other
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desirable and feasible features identified in this paper include: a) a help facility. b)

support of simultaneous multiple sessions. c) electronic mail and d) collection of

statistics.

It is then shown in the paper. that. for register-insertion ring networks employing

removal by destination such as DLeN. some of the required management functionality

needs to be distributed among all network access units (NAUs). The rest of the func-

tionality can be provided as an optional extra on one or more machines acting as co-

operating managers. In order to keep the cost of a NAU to a minimum. a bare

minimum of functionality is identified which must be provided in each NAU. This

functionality includes:

i) the detection of network attention commands.

ii) multiplexing of simultaneous sessions.

iii) sending statistical information to the central manager.

iv) operating a time-out mechanism on inactive sessions.

and

v) acting upon the log-out command.

The central manager provides the following functions:

j) the network's user interface including various profiles.

ii) make a file transfer.

iii) manage electronic mail.

and

iv) collect network usage statistics.

An experimental set-up is also described in appendix A. which was used to demon-

strate the feasibility of the distributed approach presented above.
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Three directions for further research have been indicated. These include: (a) implemen-

tation of the proposed facilities. (b) standardization of the the NAU - central manager

communications protocol and (c) studying the use of statistics gathered by the net-

work manager to improve the performance of the DLeN network.

3.4. Discussion

Network management is a broad term which has been widely used to refer to the

operations carried out by the human managers as well as those by the automated

management tools. The literature reviewed in this chapter has been selected to

represent those aspects which are relevant to the management af low cost LANs.

The paper by Thomas and Yasin (54. Appendix A]. reviewed in 3.2. is a significant

contribution in this field in that a) it identifies those management functions that can be

automatically provided by a low cost network and b) it discusses implementation

specific issues for register-insertion networks employing removal by destination.

As suggested in appendix A. a direction of further research is to investigate ways in

which the network usage statistics. gathered by the network manager. can be used to

improve the performance of the underlying network. Research in this direction was

continued and resulted in a novel technique for improving DLCN performance by

dynamic reconfiguration. The findings of this research have been presented in [57] and

[56]. these papers are reproduced in appendices Band C and are reviewed in the fol-

lowing chapters.
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4. Optimization of Ring Configuration

An important function of a network management facility. discussed in the previous

chapter. is to gather various statistics about the network which can be used to improve

the network performance. and to plan future expansion of the network. This chapter

reviews the paper by Thomas and Yasin [57. Appendix U] where it is proposed that.

due to a unique characteristic of the Distributed Loop Computer Network (DLCN). the

collected statistics can be used to configure a network in an optimum manner and

thereby reduce the average message transfer delay which is an important performance

measure.

Section 1 of this chapter introduces the reader to the importance of selecting the proper

configuration of nodes on a DLCN network. In section 2. a new parameter which

defines a network configuration is given. Real world situations where a performance

improvement by reconfiguration. as suggested in [57]. can be economically affected are

described in section 3. Section 4 relates to other published work and sections 5 and 6

summarise the findings of the research reported in the paper. Concluding remarks are

drawn in the final section of this chapter.

4.1. Introduction

The distributed loop computer network is a typical example of a register-insertion ring

network employing the removal by destination protocol (§ 2.5). The DLCN exhibits a

usef ul characteristic. namely. that messages travel only part of the loop. A message is

introduced into the network by a source node and travels along the loop until it

reaches its destination. where it is removed from the network by the destination node.

In contrast. a removal by source mechanism requires that each message travels the
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whole of the loop. The former method. therefore. results in saving of the otherwise

wasted network bandwidth.

Consider the six node regitser-insert ion (R-I) ring shown in figure 4.1 employing remo-

val by destination mechanism. Let us follow a message originating at node 2 and des-

lined for node 4. When a single message is observed in this way it is referred to as the

tagged message. This message will first travel from node 2 to node 3. where a check on

destination address field in the message header will indicate that it is to be relayed on

to the next downstream node (node 4). Since node 4 is the destination node for the

tagged message. its content will be copied into the internal memory of node 4. and

the message will be removed from the network (I.e. not relayed on to the next node).

Thus. all other nodes on the network (nodes 5.6 and 1) will be un-affected by the

transmission of this message.

Fig. 4.1. A six node register-insertion ring
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In contrast. consider a similar situation arising in a R-I ring employing the removal by

source protocol. Here. the tagged message will be relayed onwards by the destination

node (node 4) to the next down-stream node (node 5) and travel the rest of the loop

(nodes 6 and t) to arrive back at the source node (node 2). whereupon node 2 will

remove it from the network. In this case. the tagged message consumes processing

resources at all network nodes. thereby contributing to queueing delays at additional

nodes (nodes .s. 6. 1. 2) and causing a higher loading of the network.

The additional load on a DLeN network. due to an extra message being introduced

depends. among other parameters. on the length of the data path between the source

and destination nodes. A measure of the length of the data path between a source node

and a destination node is the number of intermediate nodes encountered when travel-

ling along the loop from the source node to the destination node in the direction of

flow of data on the loop. If it is assumed that the delay due to transmission along the

physical path joining any two adjacent nodes is small when compared with the magni-

tude of delay caused by the onward transmission in a node. then the significant meas-

ure is the number of intermediate nodes rather than the identity of those nodes. This is

a reasonable assumption for LANs where inter-nodal distances are quite small. and all

nodes are functionally identical and almost uniformly spread over the length of the

network.

By minimising the number of nodes between a source-destination node pair. the

effective load on the network. due to the traffic between this node pair. can. therefore.

be decreased. In [57. Appendix £3] a measure of this effect is introduced as the (ima-

ginary) work done by the net work in transporting the data traffic from a source node i

to a destination node j. defined as: the product of the volume of traffic from node i to

node j. Vi) • and the corresponding length of data path. l;j. In the paper of Appendix B

it is shown that the product slim
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i =n j =nr. r. t., -v.,
i =1 j =1

(4.1)

is an appropriate objective function which can be used to compare the performance of

different configurations of a network of n nodes for a given traffic pattern among its

nodes. If the configuration of a network is variable. as in the case of the dynamically

reconfigurable network proposed by Lee in 1979 [25.55]. the above objective function

can also be used to find the optimum relative node positioning on the network.

In what follows the term "node" is used to refer to the network access unit (NAU) as

well as to the •NAU - attached device" pair.

4.2. A Definition

In order to introduce the network configuration as a variable in the calculation of the

objective function (4.1) [57. Appendix B] introduces a new notation dij• for a pair of

nodes i and j. as follows:

(j) First the loop network is formed into a chain of nodes by breaking the input link

at an arbitrary node. called the reference node and labelled as node 1.

(ii) Then. travelling from node 1. in the direction of flow of data on the network.

define «» as

if node j lies be! ore node
otherwise (4.2)
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Thus. for the reference node.

d , I = 1. and d Ij = O. [or all i i ] = 2.3 ..... n. (4.3)

The usefulness of this notation can be appreciated by comparing the following two

representative extracts from earlier literature along with their respective restatement

using dij •

Extract from Liu et al 1977 /28.§ 3/

For a network of N nodes. given Pij . the portion of traffic originating at node i that is

destined for node j. and a Poisson data source with parameters Ai and _1_.... Let Rit
f.J-i

denote the average character rate originated from the ith node and passing through the

kth node (i.e .. to be served by the kth channel) then we have

- A. i-I-' Lr» +
f.J-i j =1

).. i-I

c: 'LPij
f.J-i j =1

x. Nc: 'L r.,
f.J-i j =t +1

RiA: = A' i-I

-' 'L r.,
f.J-i j =k +1

Ai
f.J-i

Ai N

'L Pij
J.Li j=t +1

1 <i <k ;eN

1 <i <k =N

= i <k ;eN

k + 1 <i ~N

i =k
otherwise

Ex pression for Ra· rewritten using dij
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Extract from Bux and Schlatter /7. § III.B.21

(For a network of N nodes ... !. Given the probabilities Pi) that a frame originating at

node i is destined to node j. the probability eiL that a frame originating from station i

passes through station k is given by

!U.k)={ S-{xli<x ~kl i<k
{x Ik < x ~ il i ~ k

S = {1.2 .....NI

Expression for eik rewritten using dij

s
eik =_ LPij «d-;rtdj1 )d1i +dik djt a., )

j =1

It is worth noting that. in the literature. some analyses have been restricted to discuss

special cases such as a symmetric traffic [28]. or a balanced loop [51\]. whose perfor-

mance does not depend upon the configuration of the nodes on the loop. Therefore.

such analyses do not require the elaborate handling of relative positioning of nodes on

the ring. In contrast. the present study is aimed to draw benefit from the fact that the

actual data traffic on any communications network is usually far from symmetric or

balanced. Thus. the present discussion considers networks with arbitrary traffic pat-

terns among its nodes. and has to tackle the problem of incorporating the network
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configuration not only in the derivation of the network performance calculations but

in such a manner as to facilitate an algorithmic approach to optimization by consider-

ing the configuration to be one of the variables of the problem.

4.3. Reconftgurable Networks

To draw a physical parallel to the mathematical treatment of the network

configuration as a variable of the optimisation problem. Thomas and Yasin [57] cite

the following three network architectures as examples.

(j) The most obvious parallel problem arises while planning the initial layout of a

Dl.Clv-type network. or a network reconfiguration involving physical movement

of nodes from one location to another.

(ii) Star-ring architectures. proposed by Saltzer et al in 1979 [49] and Dixon in 1982

[l!Jas a means -to faCilitate node isolation for token ring network. can be

modified to provide limited reconfigurability of a register-insertion network.

(iii) The dynamically reconfigurable register-insertion (ORR) network was proposed

by Lee in 1979 [2.5] to increase network reliability by dynamically reconfiguring

the network in case of link or node failures. This network architecture provides

the facility for dynamic reconfigurat ion by a central station without any

significant increase in the complexity of the network access units. A DRR network

consists of multiple hi-directional links between nodes and incorporates a two-

entry routing table in each node. The entries show which of the attached links are

the currently selected in-link and ou t-Link. At any instance of normal operation.
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the set of in-link and out-link pairs forms a logical ring. Thus. the physical net-

work is a general multiply connected network but the logical network is a loop

network.

4.4. Related Work

A related problem is the flow assignment problem which determines the routing deci-

sions in order to optimize a certain objective function for a given configuration. A

recent paper by Tcha and Maruyama [53] discusses a similar problem of selecting the

primary paths for the IBM System Network Architecture [16] amongst the available

mult.iple paths. The analytical formulae developed by Tcha and Maruyama for solving

the primary paths problem are not applicable to the configuration optimization. being

researched in this thesis. for two reasons: (j) the resulting SNA network is not neces-

sarily a ring and (ij) each node pair in SNA has a number of pre-determined data

paths. For the analysis of the configuration optimisation problem for a register-

insertion ring network. the first condition is unacceptable and additional constraints

must be developed to restrict the resultant configuration to a ring structure. More

importantly.-condition (Ii) isnot valid for ring networks because selection of a data

path for one node pair restricts the choice of available paths for other node pairs.

Therefore. independent sets of available data paths for each node pair can not be

formed.

4.5. Formulation of the Optimisation problem

In appendix B. the optimisation problem is simplified (although the simplification can

be relaxed) by assuming a fully connected physical network. so that any two nodes

can be made adjacent on the logical ring by appropriate selection of the in-link and

out-link pairs. A discussion of the less-than-fully connected network appears in a
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follow-up paper [56] . which is discussed in the next chapter.

As stated earlier. an optimum configuration is achieved by minimising the objective

function (4.1 ). This is clearly an integer programming problem. For simplicity of nota-

tion and mathematical treatment. a matrix notation is used. A set of constraints is

developed which is shown. by examples. to be both necessary and sufficient.

An alternative set theoretic approach is also presented. The method of solution

described in the paper gives satisfactory solutions for a variety of simple problems. In

certain cases. the method was found to be trapped by local minima. hence. resulting in

less than optimal configurations. Elaborate book-keeping is required to find the best of

several minima in a problem. but this results in the loss of the obvious simplicity and

efficiency of this approach.

4.6. Simulation studies

In order to verify this intuitive approach to optimisation and the analytical results

thus obtained. a simulation package for the dynamically reconfigurable network was

developed in the SIMULA language on the Open University DEC-system 20 computer

system. The simulation was used to compare various configurations for the same prob-

lem. The best and worst case configurations obtained by the linear programming tech-

nique are compared. in the paper. for two networks. one consisting of seven nodes and

the other of eight nodes. The performance measure used for comparison is the mean

transfer delay per message. which is plotted to see the behaviour of these networks

under different loads. The simulation results clearly show that the optimum

configuration produced by minimising the objective function is far superior to that

obtained by maximising the objective function. (the worst-case configuration).
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4.7. Conclusions

The paper reviewed above. investigates the sensitivity of a DLeN network's perfor-

mance to its configuration. The results presented in the paper. and confirmed by simu-

lation. clearly show that the performance of a register-insertion ring network. employ-

ing the removal by destination mechanism. depends on the relative location of its

nodes on the network. It is also shown that the integer programming formulation.

developed in the paper. can be used to find the optimum relative node positioning on

an insertion network. Simulation studies indicate not only that the optimum

configuration is far superior to the worst case configuration. but also that the former is

more stable under higher loads. thereby increasing available network throughput.
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5. Optimisation Of The Less Than Fully Connected Network

The previous chapter considered the problem of optimum node location in the

simplified case of a fuIly connected physical network. and reviewed a paper by Thomas

and Yasin [57] reported the findings on this subject. This chapter reviews a subsequent

paper [56. Appendix cl . which discusses the formation of the optimum logical ring for

a less-than-fully connected dynamicaIly reconfigurable register-insertion (DRR) net-

work.

5.1. Introduction

In the previous chapter the benefits of the proposed optimisation of the logical ring

configuration for the DRR network which employs the removal by destination

mechanism were demonstrated. A method of solution using integer programming tech-

niques was also presented. though for the simplifying case of a fully connected net-

work.

A fully connected network is the least attractive choice for a DRR architecture for

economic reasons. A network of N nodes would require lh.N (N -]) links to be fully

connected. i.e. 4500 links for a network of 100 nodes! In contrast. a single loop (i.e.

DLCN) requires just N links (i.e. 100 links for a lOO-node network). A more practical

alternative for DRR architecture would have a reasonable number of links - higher

than the minimum required to form a single loop in order to allow successful

reconfiguration in the event of a link failure. but less than the fully connected case for

economic reasons.
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5.2. Method of Solution

In [56. Appendix cl. the connectivity of a DRR network is decomposed into three

components:

a) a basic structure of evenly distributed links such that each node has the same

number of links attached to it forming a multi-connected loop.

b) those links which are in addition to the links included in (a) above.

c) additional links which are needed to complete the structure of (a) above.

The multiplicity of links in the structure of a multiconnected loop is required. in

Appendix C. to be symmetric such that if node i has a link to node i+h then each node

has a link to the node at distance h. The symmetric multiplicity is tackled by forming

two disjoint sets of node pairs.

(A) those pairs of nodes which are joined by a direct physical link.

(B) those which do not have a direct physical link between them.

A pair of constraints is derived to model each set. Examples are given which show that

the contraints derived in the paper result in logical ring formations consisting only of

existing physical links.

The above discussion of symmetric multiplicity readily yields to the inclusion of extra

links and link or node failures. To model an extra link joining a previously disjoint

node-pair. the identified node pair is moved from set (In to set (A). A link failure

requires the converse operation. A node failure. making the node unavailable to any

other node. can be modelled by moving all node-pairs containing the failing node to set
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5.3. Conclusions

The formulation of the optimisation problem. given in the paper of Appendix C. can be

used to form the optimum ring configuration for a dynamically reconfigurable

register-insertion (DRR) network. This formulation can also cope with node and link

failures as well as the addition of extra links. It has been concluded previously that

such optimisation can result in considerable improvement in the network performance.

In his paper proposing the ORR architecture [25]. Lee suggests that a control node

would be required to execute an algorithm to form an arbitrary logical ring. if possible.

and reconfigure the network upon initial set-up of the network and upon detection of

node or link failures. We conclude that for any such reconfiguration the optimum ring

formation of appendix B and appendix C should be used. rather than. as suggested by

Lee. an algorithm to form an arbitrary ring. It is shown by worked examples. and

again confirmed by simulation. that the resultant network exhibits significant improve-

ment in performance. is stable under higher loads. and offers higher available

throughput. We also suggest. in addition to the events leading to network

reconfiguration cited by Lee and summarised above. that the control node should

attempt a reconfiguration if it detects a significant shift inthe pattern ottrafficon the

network rendering the previously optimum configuration to be sub-optimal. Further

research is required to identify patterns in traffic and to develop criteria to decide when

a significant shift in the traffic pattern has occurred warranting a network

reconfiguration.

One approach is to divide the traffic into sub-groups and attempt a reconfiguration

either when a group closes down. or when a new group starts communicating. Such

sub-division could be made on the basis of closed user groups which communicate

mainly among themselves.
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An alternative sub-division is obtained by decomposing the network traffic into a

number of super-imposed service related communications. Therefore. a new service

coming on stream. or the closing down of an active service would result in known

shifts in the traffic pattern which could indicate the need of a network reconfiguration.
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6. Performance Analysis of the Register-insertion Network

This chapter is concerned with the performance analysis of register-insert.ion (R-I) ring

network. Here we investigate models of R-I rings which can be used in the analysis of

dynamically reconfigurable R-I networks given in chapter 7. The operation of such

networks is described in section 1. A survey of literature on performance analysis is

reported in section 2 where four main queueing models of the R-I ring network are

described and compared. The discussion in section 3 concludes that. of the four models

considered. the Bux and Schlatter model is the most appropriate for the subsequent

analysis of the DRR because of its accuracy. simplicity and treatment of asymmetric

traffic conditions.

6.1. Introduction

A ring type local area computer network essentially consists of a number of nodes

which are linked together in the form of a loop by means of a high speed communica-

tions channel {fig 6.1}. The nodes consist of network access unit~AUs) and such

attached devices as computers. work-stations. printers and other peripherals. A device

wishing to communicate with another device on the network passes its messages onto

its NAU for transmission on the network. Each message is tagged with a fixed-length

header containing. amongst other information. the network identification of the NAU

attached to desired destination device (referred to as the destination address). A mes-

sage travels along the loop through successive NAUs until it is removed from the net-

work.

Two removal policies proposed for the register-insertion network are. (1) removal by

source and (2) removal by destination. The former method requires that a messag<"
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Fig. 6.1. A ring network

travel along the whole loop back to its source NAU to be removed [181. The latter

technique [481 recognizes the fact that the information contained in a message stops

being useful after it has reached its destination. Removal of the message from the net-

work by the destiantion NAU requires that messages travel only part of the loop -

from the source NAU to the destination NAU. This results in a saving of the otherwise

wasted network bandwidth. In the special case of symmetric traffic. in which each

NAU transmits equally to all others. messages travel only half the loop. on average.

thereby effectively doubling the available network throughput. There is. however. an

associated penalty as each node delays incoming messages in order to check the destina-

tion address field. Various performance studies. both by analysis

[7.31. 38. 22. 20.51. 29. 331 and by simulation [19. S. 32.48] show that the resultant

performance of a register-insertion network with destination removal. for a balanced

network. is superior to that of other local networks. The research reported on here

indicates that this particular mechanism can also be used to advantage in case of un-

balanced traffic conditions [SS] as well as giving rise to an interesting optimization

problem [56.57).
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Propagation errors and link and node failures can lead to corrupted messages. In such

cases special removal mechanisms have to be invoked [41.32]. Given that local area

networks tend to offer a high degree of reliability the present study concentrates on

the behaviour of networks during fault-free operation. During this time every message

transmitted on the network will eventually reach its destination.

6.2. Literature Survey

The first attempt to analyse the DLCN was made by Liu et al in t 977 [28]. A queue-

ing model is used to obtain formulae for average channel utilisation and average mes-

sage transfer delay. They view a OLCN network as a cyclic network of queues. Each

NAU is represented by a server with two input queues Ht" and "r", as shown in figure

6.2 . The host device attached to a NAU is the source of all messages into the transmit

or t-queue. whereas the messages arriving from the ring which are to be relayed

onwards form the relay or r-queue.

To
t-bsE:

VSR.

Fig.6.2. Liu's queueing model of an NAU



Liu et al highlight the fact that the DLCN is a unique queueing system because the

finite size of the buffer memory provided in the NAU causes the the priority to

dynamically alternate between the r- and t-queues, Later on in their paper. however.

an infinite buffer is assumed to simplify the calculation of various queueing delays by

assigning a permanent high priority to the t-queue. As the transmit-queue. or the t-

queue. consists of the messages generated by the local host. the above scheme is also

known as the station priority scheme as opposed to the ring priority scheme where a

permanent high priority is assigned to the messages waiting to be served in the relay-

queue or the r-queue. Another important feature of the DLCN which has been

identified in this paper is that. in contrast with the conventional store and forward

networks where the Whole message is stored at intermediate nodes before being relayed

onwards. the DLeN requires that the header alone needs to be buffered at the inter-

mediate nodes. This is known as a check and forward system. Hence. in a DLCN net-

work. various sections of the same message may be simultaneously served by different

NAUs. resulting in lower transfer delays. A similar approach for computer networks

in general. called virtual cut through. was proposed and analysed by Kermani and

Kleinrock in 1979 [23] . and is discussed later.

A comparison with simulation is also given in [28] which shows that the analytical

results are consistently conservative. and that the disagreement between the two sets

of results grows with increasing traffic loads. The authors cite their use of three

assumptions in deriving the analytical results as possible causes for this discrepancy.

which are critically reviewed below:

(j) use of an independence assumption.

(ii ) assuming independent Poisson arrivals to the relay queue.

and
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(iii) assuming infinite buffer size in calculating queueing delays.

The independence assumption. first described by Kleinrock in his classical work on

Queueing Theory [24] . requires that the random processes for generating inter-arrival

times and selecting message lengths are mutually independent. This results in messages
r"

reselecting their lengths randomly at intermediate NAUs. The independe.ce assumption

has been used by several other analysts in studying computer networks [28.58.23].

However. as pointed out by Kermani and Kleinrock [23]. the independence assumption

is only acceptable as long as the network being studied does not contain long chains of

NAUs with no interfering traffic. In a study of register-insertion rings published in

1983 [7]. Bux and Schlatter argue that when applied to register-insertion networks the

independence assumption leads to results of very limited accuracy.

Assuming independent Poisson process for arrivals from the ring (r-queue) facilitates a

mathematical treatment by isolating each NAU from the rest of the network. Obvi-

ously the ring input at a NAU is dependant on the external arrivals at the other NAUs

and assuming otherwise introduces errors in the results. This is illustrated by .an

extreme example due to Bux & Schlatter [7] who look at the case of data distribution

where one node is the source of all data and the only queueing delay occurs at the t-

queue of the source NAU. Assuming arrivals to the r-queue to be independent of

arrivals to the t-queue. however. introduces queueing delays in the r-queue at all

intermediate NAUs. thus over-estimating the message transfer delay.

The assumption (iii). i.e. assuming an infinite buffer size (or working with MDLCN)

has been shown in subsequent analyses by Thomasian and Kanakia in 1979 [5S] . Liu

et al in 1982 [31] and Bux and Schlatter in 1983 [7] to have no effect on the average

transfer time of a message. a measure of particular relevance to the study of network
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performance.

In an accompanying paper [29] Liu et al use the analytic results presented in [28] to

verify that the performance of a register-insertion network employing removal by des-

tination mechanism is superior to the other two major ring technologies. namely the

slotted ring due to Pierce [43] and the token ring proposed by Farmer and Newhall

[13].

In 1979. Thomasian and Kanakia [58] used queueing analysis to compare the perfor-

mance of the two competing access control mechanisms for the register-insertion (R-I)

ring. the asynchronous time division multiplexing (ATOM) and the modified distri-

buted loop control network (MOLCN). The ATDM assigns a fixed high priority to the

relay-queue (also called ring priority). whereas the MOLCN assigns a permanent high

priority to the transmit-queue ( also known as station prioriiy }, The authors define

the notion of a balanced loop as the loop where all NAUs have same transmission pat-

tern. and prove that. for such a system. the mean transmission delay for ATDM is the

same as that Ior MDLCN. The conservation law of mean waiting times [24] is subse-

quently used to show that the mean end-to-end transmission delay is invariant for

any queueing discipline using message priorities. This is an important result. also

independently arrived at by Liu et al in 1982 [31] and by Bux and Schlatter in 1983

[7] using substantially different queueing models of the R-I ring. This invariance pro-

perty has been used to simplify the discussion in this thesis by referring only to one

access control mecanism. namely MDLCN. without any loss of generality.

Three simplifying assumptions render the actual formulae. derived by Thomasian and

Kanak ia, of limited application. First. the independence assumption has been used to

simplify the analysis. Second. the arrival rate from the ring has been calculated for the
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balanced loop alone. Finally. the underlying network has been assumed to be a store-

and-forward type rather than the check-and-forward system proposed by Liu et al

[31 J. Thomasian and Kanakia do suggest that the application of the analysis of the vir-

tual cut-through approach to the R-l network should be studied but do not attempt it

themselves.

The virtual cut-through system was proposed in 1979 by Kermani and Kleinrock [23]

as an efficient alternative to message switching. also referred to as a store-and-forward

network. In a virtual cut-through system. a whole message is buffered at an intermedi-

ate node only if its outgoing channel is busy. otherwise it is transmitted on the outgo-

ing channel after the header section has been received for address checking. Therefore.

the un-necessary delay introduced by a message switching network. which stores a

complete message before relaying it. even in front of an idle channel. is avoided. The

accompanying analysis shows that. in general. the network delay for a cut-through

system is less than the message switching delay. The analysis assumes a balanced net-

work. i.e. the utilisation factor for all network channels is the same. and. like former

analyses. utilises the independence assumption.

It should be noted that the virtual cut-through system described above differs from

the check-and-forward network proposed by Liu et al [31] in one significant aspect. In

the Kermani and Kleinrock system. a cut-through does not occur if the outgoing chan-

nel becomes free after the reception of the header is completed. in which case. the

whole message is buffered before being relayed to the next down-stream NAU. In con-

trast. the check-and-forward system initiates transmission of a message as soon as the

outgoing channel becomes free. Thus. the latter system is the more efficient of the two.
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In 1982. Hilal and Liu took a new approach to the analysis of the DLeN in a paper

[22] presented at the Computer Networking Conference. The authors note that their

earlier analysis [28] of the register-insertion ring significantly over-estimates network

delays for high loads and for large networks. Therefore. a new model is developed and

analysed. which is shown to be more accurate. Contrary to their earlier emphasis on

the dynamically alternating priority scheme employed by the DLeN. the authors argue

that the queueing discipline. i.e. whether a ring priority or a station priority scheme is

employed. does not affect the average waiting times. therefore. the new model (see

figure 6.3) merges the t- and r-queues into one input or i-queue. Next. the statistical

dependance. of message inter-arrival times and message lengths. is taken into account

by modelling an N-node network as N-queues in tandem. This model is then analysed

in two steps. First. a simpler network is considered which does not have any external

traffic and then the effect of symmetrically distributed traffic is considered. The result-

ing formulae are in good agreement with simulation results as shown by Liu et al in an

accompanying paper [31].

There are three points to be made about this paper compared to the earlier analysis by

the same authors [28]. -First, as discussed earlier in detail. the priority mechanism. by

which the transmitter of an NAU serves the two input queues. is assumed not to have

any effect on the message transfer time across the network averaged over all NAUs of

the network. Second. use of the independence assumption for arrivals to the r-queue

appears to be the reason for over-estimation of network delays in [28]. therefore. the

results of analyses which employ this assumption are of little practical value. Finally.

analysis of the new model. of N-queues in tandem. has been performed .only for net-

works with symmetrically distributed traffic. This revised model does not yield to

simple analysis for asymmetric traffic and. therefore. is not suitable for studying the

effects of varying traffic patterns on the performance of register-insertion networks.
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Fig. 6.3. Liu's revised model of an NAU

A new analytic approach to the performance analysis of the register-insertion O~-I)

network was proposed by Bux and Schlatter in 1983 [7]. As discussed earlier. they

argue that the independence assumption. used by Liu et al [28] and Thomasian and

Kanakia [58] in their analysis of the R-I ring. and by Kermani and Kleinrock [23] in

their analysis of the virtual cut-through system. is not applicable to the R-I ring net-

work.

In the new model of a NAU proposed by Bux and Schlatter. see figure 6.4. a message

arrives at the latency box of. say. NAlI; at the start of its transmission over arc (i-I)

to i. and its transmission times over various arcs are equal. The ring input >-r to the

i't h NAU is. then. derived as a function of the inputs to NAU;_I. The resultant

analysis is claimed to yield exact results for the special case where one node is the

source of all clata (dala distribution) or where all other nodes on the network send
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Fig. 6.4. Bux and Schlatter Model of an NAU

data to one node (data collection). It is also shown that mean transfer delay for ring-

priority (ATDM) and station-priority (MDLeN) is the same. The authors conclude

that prioritizing ring access does not improve the performance of the R-l ring. They

the network for special traffic patterns.

also confirm that the achievable ring throughput can exceed the transmission speed of

6.3. Discussion

The analytical model described by Bux and Schlatter closely models the actual physi-

cal process. A comparison with simulation given in [7] shows that the results obtained

are quite accurate. In a recent performance study of multi-connected loop networks

[46], Raghavendra and Silvester also found that the results of their analysis using the

lIux and Sch lat t er model wert' in cloxe agreement w it II the results they obtained by
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simulation for various loop topologies. Also. the I3ux and Schlatter model yields to a

quite straight forward queueing analysis. We shall. therefore. use this model in our

analysis of the dynamically reconfigurable register-insertion network.

An important point. made by I3ux and Schlatter in the above mentioned study. is that

the grade of service to various NAUs depends upon their geographic location. Our

research shows that. because of this effect. the performance of a R-I network depends

on the relative physical location of its NAUs.

In the next chapter the performce of a dynamically reconfigurable register-insertion

(DRR) network is analysed and an expression for the end-to-end delay as function of

the relative positioning of its NAUs on the logical ring is derived. The following

chapters show that such a formulation can be used to optimize the logical configuration

of a DRR network.
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7. Performance analysis of dynamically reconfigurable register-insertion ring

networks

In the previous chapter. the literature on the performance analysis of the register-

insertion ring network was surveyed. It was concluded that the queueing model

developed by Bux and Schlatter [7] most accurately models the physical operation of a

register-insertion network. and yields to a straight forward queueing analysis. In this

chapter. the Bux and Schlatter model is extended and used to analyse the dynamically

reconfigurable register-insertion (DRR) network as proposed by Lee in 1979 [26. 25],

and an expression for the average message transfer delay is derived.

This is followed by a verification by simulation which shows satisfactory agreement

between the results of the analysis. performed earlier. and those obtained by simula-

tion. An important conclusion is drawn in section 8 from this analysis - it confirms

that the optimization approach of chapters 4 and 5 indeed results in improved network

throughput.

For ease of understanding and to focus attention on topics specific to performance

analysis. attention is drawn to some of the work reported earlier in the thesis.

7.1. Introduction

A primary motivation for the design of reconfigurable ring net works was the vulnera-

bility of single loop networks to link and node failures [64.49.6.45]. Failure of a

single link can disrupt the whole network. A basic safeguard against node failure is to

incorporate a by-pass relay which isolates the malfunctioning node from the network
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Fig. 7.1. An NAU using a by-pass relay

in the event of power failure in the node [6. 15] (see figure 7.1). Since failure of power

in a node is only one of several modes of failure which can occur. techniques have been

developed to increase the reliability of loop networks by reconfiguring the network in

the event of failure of a network component. One way to facilitate the reconfiguration

of a ring network is to arrange the physical topology of the network in a star shape

(Fig. 7.2) by looping all inter-node links back through a central location so that broken

down lines or nodes can be by-passed [49. 6].

An alternative technique to improve the reliability of a loop network is to incorporate

redundant links. The concept of distributed double-loop network (DDLeN) was intro-

duced by Wolf et a1 in 197R [30]. In this network architecture. each link is duplicated

in the reverse direction. forming a complete forward loop and a complete backward
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loop (figure 7.3). Both forward and reverse links are simultaneously active. the deci-

sian of which link to use to relay a particular message depends on the intended desti-

nation of the message. The mechanism of simultaneously using links in both direc-

tions not only improves the reliability of the network. but also decreases the average

number nodes a message has to pass before reaching its destination node. Therefore. the

DDLCN exhibits much improved performance compared with the single loop [64]. The

publication of the design of the DDLCN was followed by several other multiply COIl-

nected loop architectures. which primarily differ in their choice of the distance between

the neighbouring nodes on the backward loop. taking the primary loop as the reference.

The dais y chain network. proposed by Grnarov et al in 191\0 (17]. connects alternate

nodes on the reverse loop. Raghavendra and Gerla published an analysis of double-

loop networks in 1981 [45] demonstrating that the performance of a double loop can

he maximized by select ing an appropriate hop It'ngth on the secondary loop (i.e. the
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distance between two nodes connected by a secondary link). A survey of multi-

connected loop topologies was published by Raghavendra and Silvester in 19R6 [46].

where it is observed that loops with higher multiplicity than doubly connected loops.

such as the triply connected chordal ring proposed by Arden and Lee in 1981 [1]. do

not offer significant performance or reliability improvement over doubly connected

loops. The authors also show that the optimal double loop of Raghavendra and Gerla

[45) has the best reliability and performance characteristics among double loops. The

survey is. however. limited to those multiconnected loops which have uniformly dis-

tr ibuted links. Therefore. the more general multiconnected architecture of dynamically

reconfigurable register-insertion network proposed by l.ee in 1979 [26.25]. is excluded

from the discussion.

)
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Fig. 7.3. An eight node DDLCN
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The dynamically reconfigurable register-insertion network has a physical topology of a

Hamiltonian graph [63] over which a subset of links is used to form a logical ring.

Automatic failure recovery is achieved by finding a different logical ring which by-

passess the failed component. Thomas and Yasin [57.56. appendices Band C] show

that such an architecture can easily adapt to changing traffic patterns. thereby provid-

ing high performance in a varying environment.

An important difference. between the multiconnected loop approach pioneered by

DDLCN and the reconfigurable architecture proposed by Lee. is the complexity. and.

therefore. cost. of the associated network access unit (NAU). Since all links of a mul-

ticonnected loop actively carry data at all times. each NAU is required to handle more

than one ring-input (or relay) queues and it needs to distribute its output on more

than one ring-output links. This increases the complexity of the NAU interface circui-

try and requires non-trivial routing algorithms. as can be seen from the interface

design for the DDLCN by Tsay et al [59]. In contrast. each DRR NAU. at any instant

of normal operation. has only one active ring-input queue and only one active link for

output to the ring. This simplifies the interface design and the routing is trivial. The

DRR. however. requires that a two-entry routing table be incorporated in each NAU.

This appears to be relatively simple to implement as suggested by Lee [25].

7.2. The dynamically reconfigurable register-insertion network (DRR)

A dynamically reconfigurable register-insertion network (DRR) consists of a number

of bi-directional links connecting the nodes of the network. Each node incorporates a

two-entry routing table. The entries show which of the incident links are the currently

selected in-link and out-link. At any instance of normal operation. the set of in-link

and out-link pairs form a ring. figure 7.4 shows a typical DRR network during nor-

mal operation. Here. the dashed lines represent the physical bi-directional links and the
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Fig. 7.4. A ORR network

solid lines show the selected data paths. data flows in the direction of the arrows. A

tour around the selected data paths forms a ring contatining all nodes. In the event of

failure of a link participating in an operating ring. the entries in the routing tables in

the nodes are modified. if possible. by a control node to form a new ring without using

the failed link. As long as the physical topology is Hamiltonian. such a ring exists [63].

An example of such a reconfiguration is shown in figure 7.S. following failure of the

link joining nodes 3 and S.

The numbering of the NAUs of a DRR network is purely arbitrary. Clearly the output

of NAUj need not be joined with the input of NAUj + I. nor does the input of NAUj

necessarily joins with the output of NAl.Ij_l• For ease of reference. we define two f'unc-

lions over the set of NAU numbers. namely succl i } and predii ), such that predli ) refers
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Fig.7.5. Reconfiguration of the ORR of fig. 7.4

to the NAU whose output data forms the input for NAU; and succii ) refers to that

NAU whose input comes directly from the output of NAU;.

7.3. Network Access Unit (NAU)

A network access unit (NAU) provides a mechanism for connecting devices to the phy-

sical medium of the network (twisted-pair wire. co-axial cable or optical fibre). and

the logic necessary to allow orderly access to the communications channel Ifig 7.61. It

also contains the buffers required to store messages in transit while the desired output

channel is busy, This situation occurs. for example. when a message is received from

the ring. and which is to be relayed onto the next NAU. <luring the time that the out-

put channe l is busy in outputting a locally gt"neratec1 message. The receiver section of
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the NAU {J~C in fig 7.6) de-multiplexes in-coming messages onto either of its two out-

put data paths: the switching policy being that the path to the output buffer is chosen

if the message has reached its destination (as indicated by the message header), other-

wise the path to the variable length shift register (VSR) is selected.

vs«
L=ve

Rt''''"
OL4.t

oS IS

Fig. 7.6. A DRR Network Access Unit (NAU)

The transmitter section performs the less trivial task of multiplexing the input buffer

and the VSR onto the ring output. Several alternatives for this switching policy

(referred to as the access control mechanism) for the register-insertion ring have been

invest igated (14,51\,7): the more interesting being the distributed loop computer net-

work ())LCN) and asynchronous time division multiplexing (ATDM). The ATDM

mechanism assigns higher pr ior ity to the messages already on t he network (Le. the

VSI~ input to the transmitted. while t he DI.C'N assigns higher pr ior it y to messages



arriving from the attached device (i.e. the IB input to the transmitter) as long as there

is enough space in the VSR to store the incoming messages. Since the total available

length of the VSR is finite. DLCN results in an alternating priority scheme. whereby

priority is given to the IB under low traffic loads and alternates between IB and VSR

under high traffic loads. When analysing its behaviour. it is often the case that DLCN

is modelled by the so-called modified DLCN (MDLCN) [58]. which has a shift register

of infinite size and. therefore. assigns a permanently higher priority to the lB. It has

been shown [58.22. 7] that the ATDM and MDLCN (and indeed any combination of

the two) behave identically with regard to the average end-to-end delay per message.

Thus. the discussion can be restricted to the MDLN. without any loss of generality.

The messages within each buffer (the IB or the VSR) are dealt with on the first come

first served principle (also known as the head-of-line queueing discipline. abbreviated

as HOL ). In order to retain consistency of data on the network at all times. the prior-

ity schemes discussed above are non-pre-emptive. That is to say. the transmission of a

message is not interrupted by the arrival of a higher priority message.

An NAU introduces a time delay in the propagation of a message. This delay can be

split into those components which are fixed for a given network layout and those

which vary with time. The two fixed components are denoted Till and Tout. The first

delay. Tin. is introduced by the receiver section of an NA U. This is approximately

equal to the time to receive a message header. during which the destination address

contained therein can be checked. The second delay. T 0111' is the propagation delay

caused by the finite time required for a bit to travel from the output of one NAU to

the input of the next. The combined effect of T ill and Tout is ea lied the latency. T. of

an NAU.
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The time-varying part of the aforementioned delay consists of four quantities. Con-

sidering a message which has just arrived at the receiver section of an NAU. these

quantities are:

(1) Time required to complete the current transmission. if any.

(2) Time required to transmit the messages already in the input buffer lB which are

to be transmitted before this message.

(3) Delay caused by the arrival of new messages in the input buffer m which are to

be transmitted before the tagged message.

(4) Time required to transmit the messages which are already in the variable length

shift register VSR.

Note that the messages in the input buffer lB have priority over messages in the vari-

able length shift register VSR. and also that the head-of-line discipline requires that

the tagged messages will not be delayed by arrival of new messages in the VSR.

Next. consider the arrival of an external message in the lB. In this case. the delay

comprises of items (t) and (2) only. There is no contribution from item (3) because of

the HOl queueing mechanism. Also. higher priority of the IB requires that item (4)

above must also be zero.

Finally. consider a message which has just arrived at its destination. After the address

checking delay. a received message is put in the output buffer (OB). Here a message

waits for service from the attached device. This waiting time depends only on the

functionality of the attached device and is independent of the performance of the

underlying communications network. In order to isolate the effects of external devices

from the following performance analyses and. hence. concentrate on the properties of

the communications network. it is assumed that the output buffer (OB) is part of the
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external device. Thus a message leaves the network as soon as it is inserted into the

OB.

The above description of the opera t ion of an NAU lends itself to analysis by queueing

theory. The next section presents a queueing model of an NAU.

7.4. Queueing Model of a Network Access Unit (NAU)

~te"~Q,..'
o.v:« l it,,- II

'At.
~

NAU·t,

To
~u(cessC5'("
i)f
NAU-\_

Fig.7.7. Queueing Model of a DRR NAU

An NAU can be viewed as it single server (t ru ns m it t er) serving two queues of Illes-

sages. namely the IB and the \'Sl~ IFig 7.71. The output buller (OB) is not part or the



receiver section: the receiver puts every received message in the OB or the VSR after a

constant delay.

The arrival pattern of external messages at an NAU is assumed to be random. The

attached devices generate new messages as needed, and thus the messages come from a

non-exhaustive source. For such a system the inter-arrival rate has a Poisson distribu-

tion [52]. That is, the probability density function for the inter-arrival times is nega-

tive exponential. given by Ae ->.I , where A is the mean arrival rate of external messages

at an NAU.

The input process from the ring is more complex. Being a combination of random

processes, (the outputs of previous NAUs) this itself is a random process. In the main,

it is the simplifying assumptions for modelling of the ring-input process which distin-

guish various analytical approaches.

-In the. following discussion, the superscripts t and r refer to parameters relating to the

external and ring queues respectively. The subscript i refers to the i'th NAU. The fol-

lowing is a list of parameters used in subsequent analyses.

N the number of nodes in the network:

C transmission speed of the network, bits/second:

AI: arrival rate of external messages at NAUj :

A!: arrival rate of messages from ring at NAUj:

E[x] =_!_, the mean length of messages on the network:
J.I.
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E[T] i:'(.d I . ( ice Lti r=C-. tie mean processing or service ume 0 a message:

r the constant delay introduced by a NAU in the path of each relayed message.

referred to as the latency of a NAU:

[p') ] the routing matrix. where fij is the probahi Iit~' t ha t a message originating at

NAil, is destined for NAUj ;

p, the traffic intensity or the channel utilization defined as A, ~ I:"[T];

F, average transfer delay for messages originating at NAlJ; and destined for

r mean end-to-end transfer delay of the network.

7.5. Analysis of the NAU Model

Fig. 7.~. A Simplc Queueing System



Consider the queueing system in Fig 7.8. Here. the mean arrival rate of customers is A.

and the mean departure rate of customers is JL. Let P« be the probability that there are

exactly k customers in the system (queue + service). The arrival of a new customer

takes the system up to the next state and the departure of a customer moves the sys-

tem down one state. Since the arrival rate of customers is A. the transition rate from

state k to state k+I is A Pt: . Similarly the transition rate from state k+l to k is JL Pt +1'

If the mean arrival rate is greater than the mean departure rate. the queue will grow

infin itely with time. resulting in an unstable system. A computer network can not be

allowed to remain in an unstable state as the queueing delays will soon rise beyond

acceptable limits. On the contrary. the transmission speed of the network is selected so

that the mean service time per message is sufficiently less than the mean arrival rate of

external messages. Such a system will eventually reach a steady-state. In a steady-

state system. we must have:

A Pt =JL Pt +1 (7.1)

The relation (7.1) is sometimes referred to as the principle of detailed balancing.

~Iving (7.1) iteratively. we obtain

le
Pt; = P Po (7.2)

h A'k h ffic i .were p = -. IS nown as tetra c mtensity.
JL

The mean number of customers in the system. S. is given by

00

S = L k * PI
* =0

(7.3)

If the average system time (queueing + service time) of a message is r. then Little's

result (27) requires that
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S = A r (7.4)

Using the expressions for S and Pt . and the fact that sum of all probabilities must be

1. we have

1r=--J.L-A
(7.5)

Next. consider a non-pre-emptive head-of-line queueing system with P number of dis-

tinct priorities and a single server. Let the mean queueing time of messages of priority

p be WI' . the mean arrival rate of customers of priority p be AI' • and the mean service

time be T. then we have [24]

P = 1.2 •... P (7.6)

where.

p

Wo = L. AI' E [T2] / 2
1'=1

In the MDLeN NAU model developed earlier ( § 7.2). there are two priority queues.

namely VSR and lB. thus P is 2. Also. IB has higher priority than VSR. Hence. making

appropriate substitutions. the expressions for the mean queueing time in the t-queue.

Wi. and the mean waiting time in the r-queue, Wt. for the i'th NAU are given by:

(A! + An E[T2]
w; = -2-;-(-1---p-:/') 1-:::-~'['-::1~'] (7.7)
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and

(Ai + An E[T2]
W r = -2-(';-]-_-p-j-"'-r---p-f~)-(~]---p-i=)-l-!' "-[7--'] (7.8)

respectively. where

pI = XI E[T]

and

p] = Xt E[T]

The end-to-end delay suffered by a message originated at NAUj and destined for

NAUj• fij. is then given by :

r., = wi + L WI + L'T k + 'Tj
k k

(7.9)

where the subscript k runs over all NAUs which lie between NAUj and NAUj.

In equation (7.9). the first term is the average waiting in the t-queue at the source.

NAUj• the second term is the sum of average waiting times in the r-queues at the

intermediate NAUs. and the remaining terms represent the latency of the intermediate

and destination NAUs.

The average transfer delay per message for NAUj • rj• is the appropriately weighted

average of rjj for all j. and the average transfer delay per message for the network. r.

is the appropriately weighted average of r, over all i. The respective expressions are:

/I

rj = Lrij r.,
j =1

"S't·

(7.10)



and

II

r = Er; AJ
;=1

(7.11)

7.6. Performance analysis of a DRR network

Following the performance model proposed in § 7.4. we make the following assurnp-

tions :-

(j) Poisson arrival rates AI.

(Ii) generally distributed message transmission times T.

(iii) a known probability matrix P. where element Po is the probability that data ori-

ginating at node i is destined for node j.

(iv) ignoring the nodal delay and the propagation delay. that is. 1'; = 0 for all nodes.

As discussed in the previous chapter on R-l ring networks and verified by simulation

for the DRR-Aetwork .repoeted i~chapter 8. the average transfer delay of a register

insertion ring network is independent of whether a station priority scheme or a ring

priority scheme is employed. Therefore. without loss of generality. we shall consider

only the ring priority scheme.

Defining the traffic intensity of external messages at node i as

pi = AI h'[T] (7.12)

and the intensity of the relayed traffic as

pr = At l:'[T] 0.13)



it is shown in [1] that the waiting times for messages arriving in the ring queue w] and

in the external queue wf are given by:

(1.14)

and

(p/+pf) E[T2]
w] = '( -:-2-;(~I--p::-{ --p'f') 7( 1=---p-:f') -='E::7[T=-"']) (1.15)

Next. we define Xi to be the distance in number of arcs of node i from an arbitrary

reference node 1. in the direction of data flow on the ring [51]. then. following the

notation used by Bux and Schlatter [1. Equation 8]. the probability eti that a frame

originating at node k passess through node i is given by

(7.16)

where

and S = 11. 2 ..... n}.

Next. define dij to be a 0-1 variable such that dij = 0 if Xi <Xj • and 1 otherwise. Thus

for all i .i : i;r.j (7.17)
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For any triplet (i.j.k ) of nodes. it is clear that

(7.18)

Using equation (7.17) and the fact that

for all i.j.k (7.19)

equation (7.18) reduces to

(7.20)

and the expression for eti becomes

S
eti = LPij ( dji - db + dJ.:j )

J =1

(7.21)

Therefore. the total traffic passing through node i due to arrivals at all other nodes in

the network is

AI =
s

L AI eti
t =1._

(7.22)

,. s

= L L AI Ptj ( djt - dh + dtj )
,. =lj =1

An important quantity is the total through traffic in the network. N. because it

represents the wasted network bandwidth due to traffic being relayed at intermediate

nodes. This is given by

s

f{ = LAr
i=1

(7.23)

s s s

= L L L Al P'j (dJ' - d'i + d'j )
i=lj=U=1
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It is interesting to note that. using appropriate expressions for the volume elements vij

and the inter-nodal distances iij • the objective function derived for the optimization

problem in chapter 4. expression (4.1). is identical to the total through traffic in the

network. This is an important result as it shows the importance of our minimization

exercise. i.e.. the configuration achieved as a result of minizing expression (4.1) has the

least through traffic on the network. thereby minimizing the wasted network

bandwidth.

Assuming nodal delays. t ., to be zero. the transfer delay from node i to node j. rij .

consists of the waiting time in the transmit queue of node i. w], and the waiting times

in the relay queues of all intermediate nodes k , given by wl.

By definition of dij . it can be easily seen that

(7.24)

holds if and only if node k lies between nodes i and j when traversing along the loop

from node i to-node j in the dit~ion of the flow of data on the loop.

Therefore. the transfer delay from node i to node j is

s

rij = wf + L w] (djt - dit + dij )
t =1

(7.25)

The average transfer delay of the network. r. is then calculated by averaging rij over

all nodes weighted by the proportion of external traffic at each node:
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s s

L L At Pij r.,
; =lj =1

f=----::s---
LA:
;=1

(7.26)

or. following the notation used by Bux and Schlatter [7].

s

L( apr + pt) - apt))
;=J= --------->~.----------

LA:
;=1

where

P2 E[T2]
ap) = -:-2-0-( ]-_-p-::-) -::E"7[T="'-F

It can be seen from the above expression for the average transfer delay of the network.

r. that the only configuration dependant parameter affecting I' is the At. Therefore. by

minimising N . T can be decreased.

7.7. Simulation

A simulation package. described in chapter 8 (§8.2). was used to verify the results

derived in the previous section. The average message transfer delay across a 20-node

network obtained from simulation. for symmetric traffic conditions. is shown in figure

7.9. together with the delays calculated by the analytical formulae. The two sets of

results are in good agreement. The analysis appears to under-estimate the transfer

delay for low loads. This is because the latency of each NAU has been assumed to be

zero in the analysis. For a 20 node network under symmetric traffic conditions.



considered in figure 7.9. the averagr number of nodes traversed by each message before

it reaches its destination is 10. The simulation model assumes the per NAU latency to

be 24 bit-times or 0.024 milli-seconds for the assumed transmission speed of 1 million

hits per second. Therefore. the cont r ihut ion to the average transfer delay arising

because of non-zero latency is 0.24 rnxec, This is a significant amount for low loads

where the overall transfer delay is of t he order of a few milli-seconds.

10~PerFormClnce study of Cl 2o-node ring
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7.8. Conclusions

In this chapter. the performance of a dynamically reconfigurable register-insertion

(ORR) network has been analysed using queueing theory. The queueing model pro-

posed by Bux and Schlatter [7] for analysis of the DLeN loop is extended. by includ-

ing configuration dependant parameters. to be applicable to the ORR network.

An important result. derived in this chapter. is the expression (7.25) which. when used

in conjunction with (7.26). yields the average transfer delay per message of a ORR

network.

It is also shown that the objective function (Eq. 4.0. proposed in Appendix B for

optimisation purposes. corresponds to the total through traffic in the network. Further-

more. it can be seen from expression (7.26). that the only configuration dependant

parameter in the calculation of the average transfer delay is the through traffic. There-

for. by minimising through-traffic (or the ol5jective function of Eq. 4.0. the transfer

delay of the network can be reduced. This will clearly improve the performance of the

communications subnetwork.

Finally. since minimising the objective function of Eq. 4.1 reduces the through traffic in

the netwo-rk. the optimal configurations. obtained in appendices Band C. can handle

higher external loads. thereby. resulting in improved network throughput.
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8. Methods of solution

This chapter describes the numerical methods investigated to solve the optimization

problems developed in chapters 4 and 5. A description of a simulation package.

developed to verify the analytical results. is presented in section 2. Concluding

remarks appear in section 3.

8.1. Numerical Methods

As mentioned in chapter 4. two approaches were investigated for solving the optimiza-

tion problem: (1) integer programming and (2) set theory.

8.1.1. Integer Programming

The first approach was to use a general purpose integer programming package to

confirm the applicability of the optimization technique. lnttially. a package ea+led

NCLP [60]. developed by the Open University Academic Computing Service. was used

on a DEC-system-20 computer system. NCLP is suitable only for very small problems

and was found un-satisfactory in handling networks of more than six nodes. Later on.

a suite of mainframe integer programming packages. the Mathematical Programming

System Extended (MPSX) / Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) / Generalized Upper

Bounding (GUB) package ~1O]on the IBM 3081 computer system at Cambridge Univer-

sity was used. This package works as follows. First. a relaxed linear model of the

problem to be solved is constructed by dropping the integer constraints from the vari-

ables. This linear problem is solved by the MPSX program. Next. the MIl> program

tries to find integer solutions in the neighbourhood of the optimal solution produced

by MI>SX. The GUB macros are used to efficiently handle the special constraints of
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upper and lower bounds. The MPSX package requires a fixed format input. The

preparation of such input for problems of a significant size is a lengthy. tedious process

and is a potential source of error. Thus. in order to facilitate the analysis of a number

of similar problems. a preprocessor. calIed MAGIC [11]. was acquired from the Edin-

burgh Management Science Partnership of the University of Edinburgh. The program

MAGIC is able to generate the matrix format required by MPSX by converting instruc-

tions presented in a form close to that of the mathematical model. This combination

of MAGIC and MPSX/MIP/GUH allowed reasonably large size problems to be tackled.

although the computer time required to solve even a 10 node problem was found to be

prohibitively long. MIP is an iterative procedure. it finds local optimum solutions and.

if it is not satisfied by the result. the search for the global optimum is continued in by

taking some other branch of the search tree. In order to assist in tracking the long

iterative procedure. MIP prints out every integer solution that it finds. If the program

is allowed to run to completion. which is feasible for vey small problems only. MIP

produces the optimum solution and confirms the optimality of the solution by an

exhaustive search. It was found that. for the configuration optimization problem dis-

cussed in this thesis. the computer time required and the amount of print-out gen-

erated by the MIP package in search of the global optimum solution is prohibitively

large for networks of more than five nodes. It is suggested. here. thaCthe very first

integer solution obtained by MlP be used as a near optimal solution. In an investiga-

tion into the routing problem for the IBM·s SNA network [53]. Tcha and Maruyama

also had to abandon the search for the true optimum integer solution because of the

excessively large computation time required. They also conclude that an integer sol u-

tion. found in the neighbourhood of the optimum solution of the relaxed linear model.

is a good sub-optimal solution.

Figure 8.1 shows the performance of a to-node ))I{R network whose configuration

corresponds to the first integer solution produced by integer programming techniques

for asymmetric traffic conditions. This is compared with a worse case configuration.
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produced by reversing the order of :\AUs in the' af'oremeni ioned solution. as suggested

in appendix B. It is obvious from this comparison that the optimised configuration

exhibits much improved performance. particularly tinder heavey traffic loads. The per-

formance of an. arbitrarily chosen configuration. as suggested by Lee [25]. is most likely

to be somewhere' between the two exiremes shown in the figure. There are obvious

perforrnunce benefits to be had by adopt ing the optimisation methodology presented in

this thesis,



8.1.2. Set Theoretic Approach

As the integer programming methodology is very expensive in the use of computing

resources. an alternative method of solution was sought. It was found [57] that. for a

ring topology. the integer 0/1 variables dij must obey the following transitive rela-

tionship:

d;j =0 and djl =0 implies dit =0 for all i.j.k (8.1)

A Pascal program called CONFIG was developed to solve the optimization problem by

deciding the polarity of dij s for minimizing the objective function (4.1) and subject to

the constraints (7.1). In case of a conflict. the choice is based upon the dij which has

the highest absolute value of the co-efficient in the objective function. A more detailed

account of the operation of CONFIG appears in [57] where it is also shown that CON-

FIG can get trapped in local minima. thereby producing sub-optimal results. A further

limitation of CONFIG is that it can solve only those problems which are based on a

Iully connected physical topology. Incorporation of the constraints developed in

appendix B. to deal with missing links. is a non-trivial problem which is the basis for

further research.

8.2. Simulation Package

A discrete event simulation program using the SIMULA language [3] on DEC-20 com-

puter system. was developed to verify-the analytical results. The simulator. SIMDRR.

considers the configuration of the network being simulated to be one of the parameters

of the problem. It reads the given configuration as input data and routes messages

from source node to the destination node via the given configuration. see figure S.2.

Thus. it is possible. using this simulator. to compare the performance of a given net-

work under a given traffic pattern with different configurations.
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In order to be lillie to simulate both the station prior it y (i.e. MDLCN) and the ring

priority (i.e. ATDM) protocols. the xirnulut ion program is divided into three parts. The

middle pari has lWO versions. one- for each protocol. By using the appropriate middle

part O~SP or RRP). either of MI)I.CN or ATDM can be simulated. Various simulations

were carried OUl which confirm the ana lyi ical findings of Thorn asian and Kanakia [SS].

I.iu et al [3 J] and Hux and Schlatter 17]. that the performance of a register-insertion

network is identical for both protocols. The results of simulation runs for a sixteen

node- network under symmetric t ratlic condit ions for I\1))LCN and ATDM are plotted

in ligure ~.3.

Among other data. the inputs 10 the xim ulu tur include t he re la t ive act iv it y of each

A.'
node (1.<'. -_._._.) and t he prollahillt.\ m.u rix II',,]. Arrival 01 external nwssagl'S ill (';1(:11

LA,'
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node is assumed to be an independant Poisson process. the arrival rate is determined

from the load (i.e. throughput/transmission speed) on til; network lind the mean mes-

sage length. Message lengths are generated by random sampling of the negative

exponential function.

All messages are tagged by a message number and the identity of the source node. so

that it is possible to trace the progress or a message through the system. A message
,

arrival is deemed to have occured when a new message is placed in the input buffer of

an '\Al; ;tnd a IlHossag(' leu vex IIHO sysl('m as soon as it ar r ivex ut j he re lu y qlHolJ(,of t he

destination J\'Al'.
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Each NAl' is modelled as a check and [orward server. so t hat messugl."s are delayed at

intermediate nodes for a time equal to the latency per node. which is the time taken by

a node to receive and check the destination address contained in the header of the mes-

sage. Aftt'r this delay. an identical message. i.e. of similar length and with similar

source ancl destination acldresses{ is put in the relay queue of the next NAU. as deter-,
mined by the given configuration. The transmission of a message keeps the network

access unit (NAU) busy for a time equal to the message length divided by the

transm isxion speed or the net work. The end- to-end transfer ti me of a message is deter-

mined by the slim of the total delay incurred during its life-time and the message

transmission t im e.



Simulation was also used to verify the results obtained by queueing analysis reported

in chapter 7. A reasonable agreement was found between the two sets of results for

various network configurations. A comparison of simulation and analytical results for

a 30 node DRR network under symmetric traffic is given in figure 8.4.

Among the statistics gathered by the simulator are the maximum and average

station/ring queue lengths for each node and for the network. and the average end-to-

end transfer time per message.

8.3. Conclusions

The integer programming approach is expensive in computing resources. It is. there-

fore. suggested that the first feasible solution produced by MIP (or any similar integer

programming package) be taken as a near optimal solution. It is our feeling that.

because of the way the problem is structured by giving weighting to those node pairs

which have heavier traffic un-balance. there is little to be gained from trying to find

-the true optimum solution.

The set theoretic approach is very efficient and can be used to obtain quick near-

optimal solutions for fully connected networks.

A simulation package has been developed to verify the analytical results. This package

is specifically designed to simulate the dynamically reconfigurable networks. It can

simulate different configurations for a given network subject to a given traffic pattern.

A number of diagnostic outputs can be produced such as the life history of a message

in the network.
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9. Conclusions

This chapter summarises the research reported on here. and identifies various directions

for further research. Sections 1 and 2 present a summary of the results. obtained dur-

ing the course of the research reported in the body of this thesis. in the fields of low

cost local area network (LAN) management and configuration optimisation. Suggestions

for future research work are summarised in section 3.

9.1. LANManagement

In the first part of this research. i.e. LAN management. a survey of literature revealed

that the term LAN management is used to encompass a diversity of functions. Also.

the difference between the functions carried out by automatic management (i.e. by

computerised management packages) and those carried out by human managers is often

obscure. The contribution of our research in this area is the identification of those

management functions which can be incorporated economically on low cost local area

networks. Moreover. an investigation into the trade-off between centralized and distri-

buted implementation of the said functionality. identified a minimum functionality

which must be incorporated in each network access unit (NAU) in order that a DLeN

type network can accommodate a central network management station.

9.2. Configuration optimisation

One of the functions required of a management facility. of §9.1 above. is to collect net-

work usage statistics in the form of a volume matrix indicating the (relative) amount

of data transfer taking place between each pair of communicating nodes. Further

research into the lise of the so collected statist ics resu Ited in the following
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contributions to the field of configuration management for DLeN networks:-

i) it is shown that the performance of a network can be improved by configuring

the network in a particular way;

ij) an analytical measure for the comparison of different configurations for a net-

work under given traffic conditions has been proposed;

iii) it has been verified. both by analysis and simulation. that the performance meas-

ure of ii) above leads to an optimal configuration;

iv) a mechanism is derived which allows a network configuration to be included. as a

parameter. in the analysis of a network;

v) queueing analysis of the dynamically reconfigurable register-insertion (DRR) net-,
work is performed;

and

vi) a simulation model is developed. and implemented. for the DRR network.

9.3. Further research

There are several related areas of future work. Firstly. analysis of the pattern of traffic

on a network is required which should define criteria for a reconfiguration attempt.

Second. further investigation is required to extend the results of this research to the

more general case of concatenated local networks. This is expected to lead to a better

composition of each section of a concatenated LAN. Further work into the special

nature of the optimisation problem may lead to more efficient algorithms for arriving

at the optimum configuration. Finally. certain criteria. in addition to those proposed in

the thesis. are desirable to identify when a sufficiently near-optimal solution has been

obtained.
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Enhanced management domain for low-cost local area networks
P. G. Thomas & M. M. Yasin, The Open University

Abstract The computing environment of a university is characterized by its collection of different, and often incompatible
equipment, and its large number of users with different computing needs and experience. Local area networks (LANs) offer
low-cost access to the diverse equipment by a wide variety of user. Up to now, however, the emphasis in the design of such
LANs has been on switching needs, and the network management software has been primarily concerned with input/output
functions. "-
This paper examines the requirements for, and practicability of, extending the network management domain to include

users and attached computer systems. The purpose is to add functionality to a basic message-passing network. Such
functionality should be capable of being added to an existing LAN with a minimum of change and should be of low cost.

Introduction

There are many commercially available local area net-
works (LANs) which offer a large number of users
low cost access to a variety of equipment. I The pur-
pose of the work reported here is to investigate how
much networks can be realistically extended to pro-
vide enhanced management services at low cost.
There are two directions to the investigation. The first
is to determine what is feasible without changing the
underlying LAN, and the second is to investigate
which of the feasible options are cost effective.
The areas which could usefully be enhanced in a

LAN include:
(a) improved user-interface providing information ab-
out the characteristics and status of attached systems;
(b) uniform log-in and log-out to attached systems;
(c) network-wide mail service;

- (d) file transfer;
(e) a help facility which, during an established session,
does not disturb on-going communication; and
(f) establishing simultaneous parallel connections to
different systems.

In the next section we outline the nature of these
facilities and indicate the kinds of implementation
problems they give rise to. The next section compares
a centralized approach with a distributed solution.
Next we describe an experimental LAN used to in-
vestigate the management issues.

Enhancing a network

User" interface

Our starting point for enhancing the management do-
main of a LAN is the information which should be
maintained by the LAN which can be of help to the
individual user. 14 Simple examples include the charac-
teristics and status of the systems attached to the
network. Thus, if two or more attached systems offer
equivalent services then the user can, for example,

Correspondcncc: Or P. G. Thomas, Computing Discipline. Faculty
of M~lhemali~"S. The: Open University. Millon Keynes MK7 flAA.
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choose the less heavily loaded system based on statis-
tics held by the network. Needless to say, such choices
should be easy to make, and this implies that the
network should present the information in an easily
digestible form.

One of the benefits claimed for LANs is that they
can offer the individual access to a wide variety of
computing facilities. In a heterogeneous network
there will be a number of processors and peripheral
devices to choose from - all with their own idiosyn-
cratic method of access.2.3 In particular, the log-on
process can vary enormously from one machine to
another. Some systems require the user to press the
REnJRN key to alert the system," others have clever
automatic baud-rate detection mechanisms.V" Just as
there are different log-on processes there is a be-
wildering assortment of log-off procedures. In an
ideal world a network should provide a uniform inter-
face to the attached devices. One way of providing
such a mechanism is via user profiles. For example, if
the network properly authenticates each user access
to the network it could automatically log on to the
target system using the user's identification and pass-
word. This mechanism would not only- save the user
time but would also relieve him from the need to
remember the appropriate procedures for the diffe-
rent machines on the network.
The user profile mechanism can be put to many

useful purposes. For example, a profile can check the
availability of a selected target machine before con-
necting the user and so avoid the frustration of being
(temporarily) connected to a non-responsive system.

A non-trivial problem arises when one considers
the help that a LAN could give a user when logging
off from an attached system. Typically, having
finished a session, the user must type such a command
as BYE, LOGOUT or LOGOFF to release the resources
allocated to him during the session. Although some
systems automatically release an inactive session after
a timeout period, others do not. Even after the
attached system has logged out there remains the
logical connection between the user's network inter-
face unit (NIU) and the target system's NIU. which
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must be cleared so that the resources within each NIU
and the terminal port of the host system may be
released for use by others. If the user forgets to break
this connection some networks perform a timeout on
an inactive connection, others clear a connection if
they sense the user's terminal being switched off, sti.1I
others retain the link until an explicit command IS
issued to clear-up.

An interesting situation develops when the network
operates a time-out mechanism but the .host sys~em
does not. In this case it is difficult to term mate an Idle
session once the logical connection has been c1~ared,
as any further attempts at opening the connection to
the same host will probably attach to a different host
input port. (Multi-user systems identify terminal ses-
sions by the input port from which the session. has
been activated. A network, however, usually assigns
host input ports arbitrarily, except perhpas for match-
ing certain characteristics such as baud-rate.)

We propose a log-out command direct~d to the
network, together with a time-out mechanism oper-
ated by the network. The network management s~ft-
ware takes the responsibility of appropriately clo.slOg
all relevant sessions before clearing the network link.

An additional feature of the user profile is the ter-
minal protocol translation from a network standard
protocol to that of user's terminal. 7 The translation
tables for all the terminal types recognized by the
network would be kept at a central place, so that
introduction of new terminal types is performed only
once for all the network rather than being actioned on
each host.

File trails/er

As the network is designed to make all attached com-
puter systems equally accessible, a user's choice: Of.a
system would be either arbitrary or based on availabil-
ity of certain utilities. Although individual users tend
to work exclusively on one particular sy.stem, there
are other factors which influence the choice of a sys-
tem for a particular session. It may be that the prefer-
red system has a heavy load and hence a slow re-
sponse, or the system may not be available at all (due
to system maintenance, say). Also, there may be cer-
tain utilities which are available only on one system.
For example, a user may prefer to us~ a ~articular
editor on one system while prograrnrrung 10 a lan-
.guage available only on another system. In all s~ch
cases, the user needs the capability to transfer flies
among the various systems on the network.

It must be remembered. however. that many low
cost LANs arc designed primarily for terminal ~HlOd-
ling. and that indiscriminate file transfer can seriously
degrade performance.

-,II-

Help and multiple sessions

A useful concept at this stage is the idea of a net
manager. The manager is part of the network a
responsible for maintaining the services offered by
network. Ideally, the manager will know about:

all current connections on the network;
all attached systems;
users;

and will keep statistics about the use of the
Such a manager need not be centralized; indeed
shall show that many of its functions could,
should, be distributed.

It will sometimes be desirable for a user t~ enq
about network status or to open a sessroj-,
another system without disturbing the on-going
sion. Thus. the network manager should be abl
recognize a network attention command. be ab
suspend a session while communicating with the
and be able to multiplex sessions on one user NI
Network mail

Many host systems offer a mail facility in which
user can leave messages for another. Such sYs
work satisfactorily when the communicating
have regular access to one machine. In a network
likely that two users may wish to communicate but
not regularly use the same host. A network-wide
system seems the obvious answer in which the
work keeps track of the mail and ensures that a
receives his mail when he logs on to the net
rather than having to log on to a specific host fOr t
purpose.

Statistics

- A network manager. that is. a logical resource
cated to the management of the network. could
lect various statistics for analysis of network perfo

. f . 2 Kance and forecasting uture requrrernents.v In
ticular, it could record the traffic pattern on the
work. for example the average volume of data
ferred between each pair of nodes over a cer
period of time. This inform~tion ~an then. be u
optimize the network configuration as dlscusseQ
Thomas & Yasin."

The network manager could also keep aCCOlln
information about the utilization of resources on
network .

Implementation

To implement these facilities. the network
needs to store user profiles of all network
peripheral profiles of all connected systems. <l[1<.!

work mail information. It would he econo'l1k,"
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store all this information at a central location to avoid
the cost of multiple copies (if kept on each NIU). or
the complexity of distributed file update (if kept in
segments at various places). Such a scheme, however,
creates the problem of reliability. as the operation of
the network would depend on the proper functioning
of the network manager. A solution to this problem is
to use either stand-by managers or divide the tasks
among co-operative managers - which can take over
the job of the faulty manager (or. at least. partially
offset the impact of its loss). Our emphasis on low-
cost solutions has led us to opt for the following. The
management functionality is designed as an optional
add-on to the network, so that. in the event of loss of
the manager. only the additional functionality is lost
while the basic network remains operational, thus
providing graceful degradation.
On broadcast-type networks. for example those us-

ing a bus. it is possible for a central NIU to examine
every data packet on the network and take appropri-
ate action." Such a scheme is also the case with ring
networks where the messages travel around the whole
loop back to the source node and are then removed by
the source. III On such networks almost all functional-
ity can be centralized into an optional manager station
for an otherwise perfectly functional network.
Our interest lies primarily in ring networks with

destination removal. in which the messages travel
only part of the loop from source to destination. III

Here it is not possible for a central manager to moni-
tor all traffic. Also. the manager cannot detect a net-
work attention command embedded in an active ses-
sion or monitor various sessions for inactivity. Such
capability must be provided in each NIU. which can
~en refer to the central manager for further action.

Experimental set-up (Figure I)

The Computing Discipline of the Faculty of
Mathematics at the Open University has an ex-
perimental register-insertion ring network based on
Multilink network interface units.'! It incorporates
destination removal of messages as in the DLCN
net.work. II Multilink NIUs provide basic functions
which make this network suitable for testing the ideas
presented in the previous sections. Individual NIUs
can open multiple simultaneous logical connections
(up ~o 64). and thereby provide the capability of sup-
portlllg multiple sessions. The NIUs can be remotely
programmed. A central manager can. therefore. con-
trol and interrogate individual NIUs. There is a class
concept built into the naming convention used by
Multilink such that. if a particular node is unable to
accept a call to open a connection. the call is passed
further along the ring to any other node with the same
name. Such a scheme is particularly useful for im-
plementing co-operative network managers.

_112.-

Fig. I. Experimental set-up.

As previously discussed. a central node in a remov-
al by destination ring is unable to monitor all the
traffic on the network. Thus the detection of network
attention commands and inactive sessions has to be
implemented within each NIU. Since Multilink NIUs.
as supplied. do not have such a capability. we in-
cluded a microcomputer (an MTXS12)':l between the
user terminal and the NIU to emulate the required
functionality.

The MTX micro performs the following activities:

it detects network attention commands and refers
them to the central manager for further action;
it performs housekeeping essential to multiplex
sessions; and terminal protocol translation using a
table down-loaded from the central manager;
it records statistics. in particular the volume of
traffic per unit time, for various logical connections;
this information is sent to the network manager at
regular intervals;
it operates a time-out mechanism on inactive logical
connections; and
it detects log-out commands.

In this set-up the centralized network management
software provides the network's user interface, the
original user interface being suppressed by the MTX
microcomputers. It is also capable of providing a one-
stage log-on mechanism (although some users may
have reservations about the security implications of
keeping user identifications and passwords at one
place). When informed. by the MTX micro. either of
the time-out on a logical connection or of a network
log out command being issued by the user. the mana-
ger closes all relevant sessions on the host systems
before clearing the network connections. thus provid-
ing the desirable effect of a clean log out.
To effect file transfer between any two computer

systems. we suggest providing a file transmit/receive
utility on each host. The network management soft-
ware logs on to both source anti destination systems
and initiates the required utilities. It then remotely
creates a connection between the source and destina-
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tion NIUs, without being noticed by either host. The
file transmit and receive utilities operate a hand-shake
mechanism, so that data is not lost while appropriate
connections are being set-up.

Finally, the manager collects statistics about the
network usage, which can be used for forecasting
network demand and optimizing network usage.
When the network manager fails, the MTX micros

detect the fact and enter a transparent mode. In this
mode all data to and from the user terminal is passed
on to the Multilink NIU without any intermediate
processing. Thus the network returns to the basic
functionality provided by the Multilink network.
Meanwhile, any messages sent to the network mana-
ger while it is not operational disappear into the net-
work (in practice, any unclaimed messages are re-
moved from the network by the source).

Discussion

We have studied the basic concepts involved in en-
hancing the functionality of a low cost LAN through
the provision of a central manager and additional NIU
functionality. We have deliberately kept the func-
tionality provided by the MTX microcomputers to a
minimum, so that this could be built into enhanced
versions of the NIU. The design allows the basic op-
eration of the network to be maintained in the event
of the failure of the central manager.
There are three main directions for further research

work. First, to apply the concept presented above to
existing LANs, and to implement them into newer
versions of respective NIUs. We have experimented
only to test the practicability of the approach men-
tioned in this paper, further software development is
needed to provide an enhanced network. Second. as
shown in this paper, by providing certain minimum
functionality in NIUs, low cost networks can provide
extensible management capabilities. This poses the
question of standardization of the required minimum
LAN functionality in order to open the networks for
third-party management add-ons.

Finally, further research needs to be undertaken in
the use of statistics for effective resource manage-
ment. We are currently studying the use of network

-II.l-

statistics for the optimization of OLeN type local are.
networks; this work is reported in another paper. l!'i
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Optimum node location in a register-insertion ring network

P.G.Thomas and M.H.Yasin

Computing Discipline, Faculty of Mathematics, The Open University'

Milton Keynes , MK7 6AA, llui t ed Kingdom .

Abstract

The Distributed Loop Computer Network (DLCN) has been the subject of several

performance studies. The achievable throughput of OLCN incorporating removal

by destination protocol has been shown to exceed the transmission speed of

the physical medium for a balanced traffic load. It has been noted by some

researchers that its performance varies with the pattern of traffic among

its nodes. This paper examines the problem of locating the relative physical

position of nodes in a OLeN LAN which minimises the traffic flow in the

network. A formulation of the general case of n nodes is given in the form

of an integer programming problem. An alternative approach is also

considered. The results are verified by simulation studies.

Keywords: Local Area Networks, Register Insertion Ring, Node Location,

Optimisation, Integer Programming.
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1. Introduction

Much research and development effort in the field of local area networks

(LANs) is concerned with one of two competing network topologies: bus and

ring (or loop). It has been sllownby various performance studies th~t the

ring topology, using a regist~r-insertion technlqlle, performs better than

other access mechanisms (3,4,5,7,10]. For networks using register-insertion

ring technology, two mechanisms have been proposed for the removal of

messages from the ring:

(i) removal by source (13];

(ii) removal by destination (10,14].

The Distributed Loop Computer Network (DLCN), proposed by Reames and Liu

[10], is an example of the latter. It permits more than one variable length

message to be present.on the ring by providing variable length delay-

insertion registers in each node. A node wishing to transmit a message can

create an empty slot on an otherwise busy ring by swithcing its own delay

register--into th~ ring. Howev~r, this increases the the size of the ring

and, therefore, adversely affects the end-to-end delay characteristics of

the network. This effect i~ bounded by limiting the maximum size of the

delay register in the nodes. The finite size of an insertion register also

prevents a node from monopolizing the network. A node wishing to transmlt

its own data must first accumulate enough space in the delay register to

accomodate the messages coming from the ring.

A significant feature of OLeN is that the messages are removed from the

network by the destination node. Thus during error-free operation, the

2



messages travel only part of the network - from the source node to the

destination node. A consequence of this factor, which has been the subject

of performance studies, is that the effective network throughput can be much

greater than the transmission speed of the underlying physical medium. In

the extreme case of every node transmitting only to its successor, the

available throughput of a network of n"nodes is n times the transmission

speed.

A less researched aspect of the OLeN protocol 1s its sensitivity to the

actual distribution of traffic among its nodes [3,5,6). However, a study of

this effect has been reported by Bux and Schlatter (4). The latter have

concluded that OCLN can provide unequal grades of service for different

stations depending on their geographic location. Since messages are removed

from the network by the destination node they do not travel the length of

the ring. Also, only one message can travel along an arc at one time, and

messages which travel long arcs consume network resources. By minimising the

number of arcs between a source of data and its destination, therefore,

throughput of the network can be improved.

For illustrative purposes, consider the six node ring shown in figure la. If

the traffic from node 3 destined for node 2 is substantially higher than

that in the reverse direction, and nodes 2 and 3 do not have significant

communication with other nodes on the ring, then the configuration given in

figure Ib is obviously advantagous than that of figure la.

-------------------------------------
Figure la & 1b

--------------------------------------

3
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An alternative way of looking at this phenomenon is that, for a given

traffic pattern, the performance of a OLCN ring depends on the relative

location of the nodes on the ring. In this paper we develop criteria for

the measurement of the performance of different configurations of nodes, and

define a function which can be used to maximise the network performance. It

j~ shown that the criterion developed can be used to configure a network to

provide a substantial improvement in performance.

It is to be noted that similar reasoning can be applied to networks which

use removal by source node where the destination node truncates the message,

probably using the truncated message to pass on acknowledgements for the

messages received earlier. Since the length of the original message is, in

g~neral, significantly larger than that of the truncated part carrying

acknowledgements, the network suffers from an unbalanced load similar to

that of OLCN. Thus, the optimisation discussed in the previous paragraph can

improve the throughput of such a network by decreasing the number of arcs

traversed by the larger messages.

2. ~ical V-s LogicaT Topology

At this point, it is necessnry to distinguish between-~he concepts of

physical and logical topologies of a network as applied to a register-

insertion ring. The logical topology of a network is the directed graph

consisting of the set of nodes as vertices and the directed data paths as

arcs. In the case of a register-ins(·rtion network, the logical topology is Cl

ring or loop. Eaeh node. on tht! rin;; ha~ e~ac.tly one predecessor and nne

successor. That is, in any configuration, a node will have one input arc and

one output arc, such that travelling each arc once in the direction of flow

4
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of data will result in a loop containing all the nodes currently in the

network.

The physical topology of a network is determined by the set of the physical

links between tla~ nodes on tht!network. A subset ot the physical links

determines a logical topology. By selecting 3 suit:1hlt"!!';lIh~etof the

physical links a logical ring can be formed. Thus, the physical topology of

a register-insertion network need not be a ring. In general. any physical

network which is Hamiltonian (21) can be configured as a logical ring. using

suitable routing tables in the nodes. Such an architecture has been proposed

by Lee [16] to improve the reliability of the ring by providing redundant

links between pairs of nodes. His Dynamically Reconfigurable Register-

insertion network (ORR) consists of multiple bi-directional links among

nodes and incorporates a two-entry routing table in each node. The entries

show which of the attached links are the currently selected in-link and out-

link. At any instance of normal operation. the set of in-link and out-link

pairs forms a ring. An important feature of the DRR is that the routing

tables within nodes can be set remotely by a control node. In the event of

~e failure-of a-link or a node. the control node exeeutes an algorithm to

form another edge-distinct cycle. if one exists. and sets up the appropriate

-routing tables.

The built-in redundancy of links implies that. in general. more than one

edge distinct cycle can be formed. Each such cycle corresponds to a

different configuration of relative node locations on the ring.

For example, the physical network of figure 2a consists of thirteen bi-

directional links among six nodes. A selection of data paths which form a

5
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logical ring is shown in figure 2b, the solid lines represent data paths

whilst the physical links are shown as dotted lines. Figure 2c shows an

alternative selection of data paths, thus forming a different relative

configuration of nodes on the ring for the same physical network~

Figure 2a, 2b & 2c

This flexibility of ring configuration, coupled with the fact that the

network throughput varies significantly with the traffic pattern among the

nodes, gives rise to the problem of finding the optimum ring formation which

maximises the network performance for a given traffic pattern. A new ring

formation may be needed not only because of link or node failures, but also

if there is a significant change in the traffic pattern on the network.

3. Abstraction of the problem

The purpose-ef the study is~ develop a method for finding the optimum

relative node location in a ring LAN for a given traffic pattern. To

simplify the problem, we assume that an arbitrary logical ring topology can

be chosen as a feasible solution. This implies that either the individual

nodes can be physically moved to adjust to the solution, or the physical

topology of the network is a fully connected network. A subsequent paper

(I:;]examines the effect of additional constraints which arise when a less

tha" fu IlJ connected network is c o ns Lde r ad ,

(,
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Suppose that the average amount of data transmitted across the network

between every pair of nodes in the network is known (perhaps measured in

bits per unit time). The problem is to determine the relative positions of

nodes which minimises the traffic across the arcs of the ring assuming that·

Lh~(t! arc 110 !:j<.!"gr.•phicdl cOl1slr:iints on the position of any node.

Let v .. denot~ th~ ~verage volume of traffic from node i to node j during
1J

unit time, i,j .. 1,2, ••• ,n, where n is the number of nodes in the' network.

Further, let 1.. be the distance, measured by the number of arcs between
1J

node i and node j, in the direction of traffic flow on the ring. Then, the

work done by the network in transporting the traffic between node i and node

j is the produ~t v ..l ..• We can now say that the optimum node location is
1J 1J

that which minimises the total work done by the network. That is, we want to

optimise the following objective, or cost, function:

"" '"min LL v .. !..
• I • • 1J 1J
," IS:

(1)

[Our an~is of .rhe -dynaea ca Lly reconfigurable register-insertion ring

network [(9) shows that this sum represents the aggregate through traffic on

the network. In [191 we show that minimzing the cost function described

above also decreases the mean message transfer del~y of the network.)

Using node 1 as Cl reference nod e , let x. be (he dLs t a uce , measu red by the
1

nur b f L t :I I .11)<.1 nod e 1'. In t"c clirectioll of movemo n t ('otn er () arcs) ue toIe.n nou e ~ "

data on the rI u.; , and le t d .. Iw :J 0-1 v;lrlabLe Such that:lJ

7
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d .. .. t: when x . >= x. (2)1J J 1

when x. < xiJ

for which, by definition,

o and i,j ..2, .. ,n (3)

This is a way of saying that every node (excluding the reference node) comes

after node 1 in the direction of movem~nt of data on the ring. Since we are

considering a ring topology, the definition of the d .. leads to the
1J

relationship:

d ..
1J

1 - d ..
J1

t or all i,j, ifj (4)

and

1.. t Xi
- x. when x. > x.

1J 1 J 1.

x. - x. + n when h. < x.
J 1 J 1

Hence,

1.. = x. - x. + nd .. (ifj )
1.J J 1 1J

( 5)

and the objectiY_e iunct_ion_(1) ~n be written:

~ t\

min \" Lv .. (x , - x . + nd ..-J.L. 1.J J 1 1.J
I::' J=I
@

(6 )

or, alternatively as:

m in _IIT ( ( V - vT ) x + n Vu.)n (7)

8



where V is the ( n * n ) matrix WllOS~ clements are v .. ,
1J

and where we define

vii= O. Here, x is the vector of distances [xl' x2, • Tx J , u is the unitn

vector [1,1, • IJT and VD is the matrix whose (ij) element is the

product Vij* dij We shall also require the matrix D whose (ij) element is

As d .. is 1 when node j lies before node i in the direction of datil flow
1J

(X. < X.), the number of arcs between node I and node i (x.) is given by:
J 1. 1

n

x. L d ..
1 1Jj= I

=) x = D u ( 8)

Substituting (8) into (7) yields:

(9 )

If we now .def i ne

A .• = v .. - v ..
1J 1.1 J 1

then (9) simplifies to

=) ( la)

T
u (A D + n Vo ) u ( I 1 )

_Ilj-



Expression (11) can be changed into a more uSl.!fulform. In what follows we

-shall use the notation M to stand for the strictly upper triangular part of

the matrix M. Thus, we can write

T -
u (AD + V ) u

H UT Vowever, u is a constant independent of d, ,.,and thus expression (11)
1J

becomes

u (12)

Equation (4) implies

T T TD = D - D + { ( u u )}

so that the first term of (11) can be re-written as

(13 )

Also,

T T
u A I) II ( 14 )

Using (lit) :In<l (Il) in (.2). and no t i ng th.r t tilt' 1:lst: t e r m of (1·1) is a.

II ( 15)

10
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as the objective or cost function to be minimised. The co-efficient of d ,
lJ

for j>i, is easily found to be

( 16)

i::xpr~ssi.on{I)) defines t lic uuJ~ctiv<: iuncLiulI LO be minimised to obtain the

optimum connectivity 'Jf a network with destination "removal and

unidirectional links. The following example illustrates the usc of

expression (15) but shows that it does not completely solve our problem and

that constraints must be added.

Example 1

Suppose that the following matrix, V, represents the traffic pattern on some

four node n~twork. The elements of the matrix have been chosen deliberately

to be simple; there is no loss of generality since the elements are supposed

known and are, therefore, constants of the problem. [n this example the non-

zero elements can be viewed as representing a high density of traffic.

I:
l

o o
o o
o o

o o

Suitahle un Lt s , From eqlldli.oll 1I0), we p;l·t the ma t rix A:

II



o o -I

-1 o -I

o -1 o

-1 0

For Ii f ou r node ne tvurk , till' obj ec t t ve (unction (15) becomes

It
minL

i='

~ If

L< L ~i -
j: , 1<= ,

,.
L ~-Jo + 411. 0 0 ) d 0 0-K 1J 1J

which leads to

( 17)

As the d . . are 0-1 variables, the solution to this objective function is
1J

easily seen to be

o and ( 18)

(Recall that d =
it

and d1j= 0 are already known - by (3». The

-interpretation of the solution is that:

node 3 comes after node 2 (since d2]
n)

nod l' 4 coml'S afrC'r nod e 01 ( si IH'(' d ,:, 0)

Ilo4e 4 contes; before hGde 2 (sInce 42.4 .. I )

Piclori;llly this ca u he view(!d as:

i.!



----------------------------------------
Figu re 3

----------------------------------------

"'hi...:h is cLcarLy not a r Lug , That t hc soLu t Lon doc s uo t rcp rcscnt, il r : il;'.

can also be deduced f rom the values of the x . s given by t'qllfltlon(~):
1

2

2

2

which seems to imply that each of the nodes 2,3 and 4 are two accs aW3Y tram

node I! The definition of the x,'s breaks down if the network is not a
1

ring.

This example illustrates that contraints have to be added to the obj ec t ive

function to enforce a ring solution.

4. Constraints

There arlo! several ways in which constraints can be added to the formulation.

Our first way comes from the observation that all the x, have to be distinct
1

(i .I!. have different, integer values). otherwise two or more nodes wi II he

.It Ill" salliedistance frol;! node I. &Ie can f()rmlllA~e this reqllirem~nt by

lkl1.llldlns that the d i s t nncc betwefPn an~ two nodes be at le8:it Olll':

1\



x. - x. + nd .. )= 1
J 1 1J

for all i ,j ( 19)

and that the distances from 1 to each node take the integer values from 1 to

n inclusive:

X. - II; i + nd.. < = II
J 1J

(20)

Once again we use equation (8) to replace the x - s in (19) and (20) :

"
.,

L djk L dik + nd .. )= j > i ( 21 )
1J

K.:' K= '

"rI '"L djk L dik + nd .. <= ,l .i > i (22 )
1.J

I(~ 1 ~:,

An alternative way of enf o rcIng a ring a rch lt ec t u re upon the solution is to

impose the transitive relation:

if o and o then dik o for all i,j ,k (23)

s. Methods of solution and results

For a network of many nodes, together with ~ more general volume matrix, ~

systematic method of solution is required. The formulation given above is

clearly an integer programming problem with obj ec t t ve function (15) subj ec t

t o t he c o n s t ru f n t s (21) .md (22) wh,.,t·e tile I/ariables. t hc cl. .• :t re 4 1 1 0-''.1

14
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Our first approach to th~ solution of this int~g~r programming problem was

to utilize a linear programming package named NCLP [121 running 011 a DEC-

system 20 computer. A pre-processor was written in Pascal to produce input

compatible with the sparse input mode.of NCLP from a given volume matrix. A

pose-proces so r used tlacsoLutLou Lrom NGLP til to rm tile soIut ion ring

conf Lgura t ton and compute the t orn l cost ;t('C'l)rtiitlJ! rt) "'Jlt:ltions(6) and (I:l).

This method, when-applied to Example 1 gives the following solution:

with a cost of 6 units.

Examp Le 2

The NCLP package was used to find the optimum node configuration of a

register insertion ring LAN with seven nodes labelled 1 to 7, and the

following volume matrix:

r 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 o

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 I) 0 0 I

l 0 il U () 0 () J

15



The objective, produced by the pre-processor, is to minimise

(24 )

The solution is:

x = 4,
2 x 1~J

with ring configuration

and a total cost of IS units. For comparison purposes, the post-processor

also gives the worst-case configuration:

with total cost of 40 units.

Since an integer programming package can be:! l!xpcnsiv(! in compuL!.!r time

especially for networks with greater than [() nodes say, an a l t e r na t i ve

method of solution was sought. We helve de ve l o pe d <I package ca l Le d CONFIG

which uses <I set t hco r e t t c approadl. Hen', thl! coefficients of til(> objective

funet ion a r e taken in order of absolute va Luv , highest f i r s t , to determine

the polarity of till' ee r r e s po nd i.nr; cl ..•
1.1

To illusLrate the "ppro<lch, consid,'r the p r o b l c-rn of mi n t mi x t ru; f u nc t ion (17)

of EXample I. II'r j d ,1
14

bo t h have Llh' max tmum modu l u s coe f f i c t eu t o I'e e , (:,'j an ,

II>



s. Arbitrari.ly choosing d23 first, it is set to zero to minimise its

effect. Next d34 is examined and again is (temporarily) set to zero.

lIaving allocated valucs to both d23 and d)4 it is possihle to dedllce, using

the transitive constraint (23), that d? should also be set to zero (and
_q

implyin~ that d4? is 1). The next st ep is to exam Ine till!coefficient of

d24 in the objective: as this coefficient is-negative we would ideally like

to set d24 to 1. However, this conflicts with the value of d24 already

demanded by the setting of d23 and d34 earlier. To maintain d24 at zero

means that the value of the objective is increased by 2 - the absolute valut!

of the coefficient of d24• However, to set d24 to I means that either d23

or d)4 must be changed to 1. In either case the valuc of tht!objective

would be raiSl!d by S. Therefore, we conclude that the smallest increase in

the value of the objective is when d24 is zero. As all the d .. in thelJ

objective have now been determined the calculation is complete.

This process attempts to ensure mat the m i nLmf sa t t on takes maximum account

of the largest coefficient. The d .. with smaller coefficients arcLJ
"adjusted", if_possible, to conform to the demands of the larger

coefti~ients. It is possible, of course, that this process will, ~t some

SLlg,~, requ i. re the re+exam inat Lon of aLl prev ious decisions .ind \JOU Id,

th~l-\·fort.!,lead to lengthy comput.1tions.

17
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Examp l o 3

This example, of an eight node ring, illustrates the usc of CONFIG on a more

substantial example. Here is the volume matrix:

0 t) 0 f) 0 ()

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

The objective is to minimise:

+ lOd 78

The solution is:

X = ?5 ~. x = l~
7 •

x = 5
8

with a to t a l """L of 72 un i t s, The worst ense cost is 104 units.

I~



6. Simulation studies

Simulation is a useful technique in the investigation of network

performance. We have employed this technique to confirm the r~sults of the

previous section. We simulated the rings used in exampl~s land ) to sLUdy

the behaviour of the extreme case con f tgu ra t Lo ns undcr d i ff oron t 10.1"

conditions. We have assumed poisson arrival of external messages at th.,

nodes. The arrival rate at node i is determined by the ratio of the number

of l's In row 1 of the respective volume matrix to the total number of LOs

in that matrix. The probability that a message originating at node i is

destined for node j is determined by the value of the volume element (ij)

divided by the sum of all elements of row i. The message length is assumed

to be exponentially distributed with mean 500 bits. Each message is appended

by a 24 bit header. Figures 4a and 4b show the results of our simulation.

The graphs show the average message transfer time bet~een source and

destination under varying traffic loadings.

Figures 4<1-and 4b

Our results show that there is a considerable improvement in performance of

tilt'Opt imised configuration. it is also clear that the optimised

cOllfigllr'ltioJlis more st ab le tinder h iuhe r loads.

: I



7. Conclusions

The linear programming package NCLP is designed for small problems and we

could only test alit L'\~ conf tgu r a t ions for up to seven nodes. HoWever, "",an

with small systems it was appar eut that 'thl:! computational e.f"ficieney of ,uc:h

3 solution could be prohibitive for real systems. Il()w,~ver. the va Lue 01

this approach is:

(i) it will yield a solution to the problem;

(ii) it can be used to check other methods of solution.

For larger networks, we propose using mainframe integer programming p.i c k.rg e s

such;)s MPSX (20J. Also, combining parts of the ne two r x toto psclido-nOld<'s

With combined input and output traffic, can decrease the size of the problem

into manageable sllb-problems. TheRe pqeudo-nodes c~n h0 optimised

individually as small rings, viewing the rest of the ne two rk as a psclldo-

node which is the source of all data into the sub-network and the sink of

all data out of the sub-network. Of course, such a strategy may not l~ad to

the global optimum solution.

Although the CONFIG a pp rouch is simpler and more efficient, it is aprl i r a b l c

only to the ea se of tu l l y connected networks. Even then, it breaks down if

there aLe several l ov.r l minLma •

Ou r r~'sllllS, cunfirilltd by S1111111atiollstudies, iud i c.r t > that t hc r e .i r ,-

h,·Il.·fi:" to, b,~ );.Ii",.d fro'" o p t. im i z Lug r i u.; '·"l\fi&l.Ir-d~I()"S. TJ...a~ s,,~h a
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Optimum ring formation in a dynamically reconfigurable insertion ring

network

P.G.Thomas and H.H.Yasin

Computing Discipline, Faculty of Mathematics, ·-The Open University,

Milton Keynes, U.K.

Abstract

A delay-insertion ring network with removal by destinatipn protocol exhibits

sensitivity to the relative location of its nodes. A dynamically

reconfigurable insertion ring network has a physical topology of a general

Hamiltonian graph, where one or more logical rings may be configured by

setting up appropriate routing tables in the nodes. This paper extends the

notion of optimum relative node location developed in (8) to forming the

optimum ring configuration for such a network.



1. Introduction

Local area computer networks (LANs) provide a high bandwidth communications

channel for the interconnection of·computers and user terminals spread over

a limited geographic area. The ring topology for these networks is of

considerable interest because it offers low cost communica~on.

A ring LAN provides a uni-directional flow of data among its nodes. Each

node has exactly one in-coming data link (the in-link) and one out-going

data link (the out-link). A node continually re-transmits data received on

its in-link onto its out-link, thereby eliminating any routing problems

which exist for computer networks with greater connectivity. Exceptions to

this normal mode of operation occur when either a node wishes to transmit

its own data onto the ring, or data on the ring reaches its destination

node. These exceptions are resolved by the transmission and removal policies

of the LAN.

Three common transmission policies are

(1) the slotted ring,

(2) the token ring,

(3) the insertion ring.

In this paper we are concerned with insertion rings which have certain

advantages over the other t~c policies.

2
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In a slotted ring (1) one or more empty slots of fixed data length traverse

the ring, each preceded by a full/empty flag. A node wishing to transmit

waits for an empty slot to arrive on its in-link, changes the header flag to

indicate full status, and fills the slot with its own data. Since the

slot(s) on the ring are of fixed length, there is a computational overhead

of dividing the message into packets at the source node and re-assembling

the packets at the destination node. There is also a waste of channel

capacity because the slot containing the last part of a message may be

partly empty.

A token ring (2) accommodates variable length messages by using a token to

permit transmission. A token circulates around the ring when the ring is

idle. A node receiving the token passess it onto its successor, unless it

has its own data to send. In the latter case, the node first transmits its

Own data and then releases the token to its successor. Thus, only one node

can be transmitting on a token ring at any time.

An insertion ring [3) permits more than one variable length messages to be

present on the ring by providing delay-insertion registers in each node. A

node wishing to transmit can create an empty slot on an otherwise busy ring

by switching its own delay register lnto the ring. However, this increases

the size of the ring and, therefore, adversely affects the end-to-end delay

characteristics of the network. This effect is bounded by limiting the

maximum length of the delay registers in the nodes.

)



There are two commonly used alternative policies for the removal of messages

from a ring during fault free operation. In the first policy, the source

node removes its message form the ring, and this is known as removal by

source. Here, messages travel completely around the ring, arriving back at

the source to be removed. In the second method, namely removal by

destination, the destination node removes the message from the ring. Here

the destination node can either delay all messAges whilst checking the

destination address fields (5), or it can perform the address checking 'on

the fly' by, (i) truncating the rest of the message as soon as it recognises

its own address in the destination field, and (ii) relying on another node

to remove the truncated message from the ring (6). There are variations on

these two techniques, including the use of the truncated message for sending

acknowledgements of previously received messages (4).

Thus, on an insertion ring network using the removal by destination protocol

variable length messages travel only part of the loop (from the source node

to the destination node). By minimising the number of nodes lying between a

-source of data and its destination, throughput of the network can be -

improved.

A major problem with a single loop network is its vulnerability to node and

link failures. For example, failure of a single link can disrupt the

functioning of the whole network. There have been several approaches to

increasing the reliability of such a network by using: a by-pass switch [3),

double loops (10,111, and the physical topology of a Hamiltonian graph [41.

4
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In the last mentioned approach, each of the nodes has several links attached

to it such that one or more edge distinct cycles may be formed. Each node

has a routing table with two entries. The entries show which of the attached

links are the currently selected in-link and out-link. At any instance of

normal operation, the set of in-link and out-link pairs forms a ring. In the

event of the failure of a link or a node, a control node runs an algorithm

to form another edge distinct cycle,' if one exists, and sets up the

appropriate routing tables.

Arising out of the discussion on the collection of network statistics in

[7], it is shown in [B) that the performance of an insertion ring with

desLination removal can be improved for a given traffic pattern by selecting

the correct relative node locations on the ring. In the present paper, we

generalise this concept to finding an optimum ring configuration in a

Hamiltonian network described in the previous paragraph.

2. The Optimization Problem

Consider a ring of n nodes numbered 1 to n, for which a volume matrix V is

known. The elements v .. of V denote the volume of data transferred from
1, J

node i to node j in unit time. Let 1. . be the distance between node and
1, )

node j measured by the number of arcs in the direction of data flow on the

ri~g. We define work done by the network in transferring this traffic per

unit time as the following product-sum:-

5



v. . * 1. .
1, ) 1, )

(1)

Using node 1 as the reference node, let xi be the distance ll,i ' and let

d. . be a 0-1 var iable such that
1, J

= t 01d ..
1, )

when x. >= x.
,.,henx~ < x~

) 1

(2 )

In [8 J, itis shown tha t

1.. = X.-X +n*d ..
1,) ) i 1,)

(i I j) ( 3)

and that the objective function to be optimised is:

minimize (4 )

where

T~ is the unit vector [1,1, ,1) ,

TA = V - V ,

D is the matrix of elements d ..
1, J

AD is the matrix whose (i,j) element is the product a .. * d ..
1 , ) 1 , )

and where the notation M stands for the matrix formed from the strictly

Upper triangular part of the matrix M.

6
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It is also shown in (8) that, in order for the resultant topology to be a

ring, the solution must be constrained by the following:

x , - x. + n * d. >= I for all i,j (i I- j) (5 )) 1 1, j

and
- t j)x. - x. + n * d .. < n for all i,j (i (6 )

) 1 1, J

The above constraints specify that the distance between any two nodes is at

least 1 and not greater than n.

These constraints assume that any two nodes can be placed adjacent to each

other on the ring. This implies that either the nodes can be physically

moved or a physical link exists between each pair of nodes. In the latter

case the physical topology is a fully connected network.

In the rest of this paper, we shall consider Hamiltonian networks which are

less than fully connected.

7



3. Symmetric Multiplicity

Consider a set of n nodes numbered l to n. We define a network with

multiplicity m as one in which each node has a link to its m consecutive
IJsuccessors, and by symmetry, to m of its conse~tive predecessors. Hence, a

network with multiplicity 1 is a single loop. Figure 1 shows examples of

networks with multiplicities 2 and 3.

In a network which is less than fully connected, there exist pairs of nodes

which do not have a direct link between them. Suppose that nodes i and j are

such a pair. The distance between node i and node j must be at least 2,

since there must be at least one interm~diate node. Also, the maximum

Possible distance between node i and node j reduces to n-l by similar

reasoning. Thus, constraints (5 and 6) must be modified to:

X. - X. + n * d. >= 2
) 1 1, j

and

_ Xj - X. + n * d. <= n-l- 1 1, j

(7 )

(8 )

Next, consider a network with multiplicity m. Here, each node i has a direct

link to nodes i+L, i+2, ...., (i+m), all additions taken modulo n. Also,

node i has a direct link to nodes i-I, i-2, ...., (i-m) modulo n. Thus

cOnstraints (5 and 6) are applicable to all such pairs of nodes and lead to:

8



x. - x , + n * d. >= 1 for (j-i+n) mod n <= m (9 )) 1 1, j

and

x. - x. + n * d. <= n for (j-i+n) mod n <= m (10)) 1 1, j

For all other pairs of nodes, constraints (7 and 8) apply:

x. - x. + n * d. >= 2 for (j-i+n) mod n > m (11 )
) 1 1, j

and

x. - x. + n * d. <= n-l for (j-i+n) mod n > m ( 12)) 1 1, j

Finally, consider the more general case where the multiple links have

arbitrary hop lengths. That is, node i is directly connected to nodes (i~l),

applies to the set of pairs of nodes (i,j) such that j i+l or i+h or
- 1

i+h 0 .-2 L ... r+h
- m all mod n }, and the constraint pair (7 and 8) apply to

all other pairs of nodes.

9



4. Faults and Additional Links

Any missing links, caused by link failure or otherwise, can be accommodated

in this model by choosing constraints (7 and 8) for the appropriate pairs of

nodes. Also, links which are additional to the symmetric multiplicity

described above can be included by choosing constraints (S and 6) for nodes

connected by these links.

5. Results

We have used an integer programming package NCLP (12) to solve a variety of

problems. The follOwing examples illustrate the effect of-the multiplicity

constraints.

~ In the examples we look at a network of six nodes with the following volume

matrix:

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

where an entry of 1 indicates heavy traffic and 0 indicates otherwise.

10
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EX.lmp~c

For a fully connected network with six nodes, that is, with multi~icity m=3,

the optimum configuration is found to be:

,
I
I
I

- - - - do.~o. p~Hv
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P.xilmpl<' 7.

For a doubly connected network, with multiplicity m=2, the optimum

configuration is restricted to the following
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~~xamole 1

For the trivial case of single loop, with multiplicity m=l, the optimum

configuration is the same as the physica~ configuration

--__ /-- /-- /-~--
/

/
-
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6. Discussion

The distributed double loop network architecture (5) and its derivatives

(10, IJ) provide improved reliability by using two pairs of in- and out-

links. In order to improve network throughput, both pairs of in- and out-

links at each node are simultaneously active. Nodes run a routing algorithm

to choose between the two out-links for transmission of each message. They

also have to cope with two simultaneously active input streams from the ring

in addition to the input from the attached device. Thus, the nodes, or

network interface units, in such networks are quite complex and expensive.

In contrast, in the dynamically reconfigurable network architecture

considered in this paper, improvement in reliability is achieved by

providing a number of bi-directional links at each node such that the

~ resultant physical topology is a Hamiltonian graph (9). The number of

redundant links at each node does not have to be the same, thus a more

critical node can have higher than average number of links. The routing

de~isions are taken by a central node at the network initialisation on

power-up or as a result of link or node failures. The individual nodes

require a relatively simple enhancement to include a two-entry routing

table, indicating which of the links incident on a node is to be the in-link

and which one is to be the out-link. The set of in-link and out-link pairs

forms a ring.

Because of the redundant links. more than one such ring formations are

Possible. In this paper. we have derived the criteria and methodology to

14



choose that ring formation which maximises network throughput for a known

data traffic pattern among the nodes on the network. It is also shown that

this approach can accomodate any number of link and node failures as long as

at least one edge-distinct cycle can be formed from the functioning nodes

and links.

For a network with a varying traffic pattern, the control node would update

the volume matrix at frequent intervals and perform a reconfiguration

whenever there is a significant shift in the traffic pattern.

15
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